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Chapter - III 

Ethnography of Pardhi Adivasis

The overall view o f Pardhis shows that they are presently distributed in an extremely 

scattered manner. The number o f Pardhis in Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh are smaller 

number although history indicates the origin o f Pardhis as being Rajasthan and Gujarat 

region. In the state o f Madhya Pradesh, the Pardhis are found mainly in Chhatisgarh, 

Jabalpur, Satna, Baghelkhand and Malwa region. They are still relatively closer to forests. 

Those who are close to townships like Jabalpur and Mumbai, however, are in a greater 

cultural stress as compared to those in the areas near forests.

In the state o f Maharashtra the Pardhis seemed to belong to Maratha region. At the time of 

the 1901 census most o f the Pardhis were found in Khandesh districts and the rest were in 

the Cutch state, Nasik, Sholapur, Bijapur districts. In this area many o f them talked a dialect 

of Gujarati. Presently they are primarily found in the Khandesh, Kolhapur, Osmanabad, 

Buldhana, Satara, Amravati, Chandrapur and Mumbai districts. Pardhis settled through 

Government programmes are found in Khandesh, and Berar areas, and those settled by 

Chatrapati Shahuji Maharaj are found in Kolhapur. In the areas near Amravati region, 

Gayake Pardhi traditions still exist although the Pardhis identify themselves as Phanse 

Pardhis. Phanse Pardhis are an unsettled tribe. With their wandering nature, they are found 

fairly scattered and often in small groups. Those who were, stressed due to loss o f their 

livelihood migrated on their own for survival. They are found on the pavements o f  Mumbai. 

Their total number is recorded in Greater Bombay district, as 382 having 194 males and 188 

females (Chaudhari 1986). Their literacy and educated persons are counted as 27 males and 

18 females. The illiterate males are 167 and females are 170. This figure reveals either there 

was less number o f Pardhis migrated to the street at that time or all the members were not 

listed in record. There is no official latest record, which reveals the census data o f Pardhis in 

the city. It is evident the major population o f Pardhis is socially, culturally, as well as 

spatially in a flux.
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III. 1. Meaning of the term Pardhi

The name Pardhi appears in various anthropological, cultural, legal, and general texts to 

indicate a group o f hunters, trappers and snarers.The word Pardhi is derived from the 

Marathi( state language) word ‘Paradh’ which means hunting (Russell & Hiralal 1916 and 

Enthoven 1922) and Sanskrit word ‘papardhi’ which means hunting or the game to be 

hunted (Singh, 2004: 1655). Shikari (the common term for a native hunter) is an alternative 

name for the group particularly applied to those who use firearms (Russell 1916). The tribe 

is also known by the name ‘Adivichanchar’. Adivichanchar is derived from Sanskrit, which 

consists o f the words ‘atavi’ meaning forest and ‘sanchar’ meaning wandering (Ghare & 

Aphale, 1982: 52). Russell (1916) described Pardhi adivasis as wandering fowlers and 

hunters belonging to a low caste. Pardhi adivasis are also known as Jogi Shikari and 

Vadland Jagaria (Singh 1994; 979).

From their different methods of hunting or fowling some were named ‘Vaghri Pardhis’ and 

others were called ‘Phanse Pardhis’. Vaghri is derived from the Sanskrit word ‘vaghur’ 

meaning a net to entrap hares and the Pardhis who use nets are called Vaghri Pardhis. The 

word ‘phanse’ means noose or trap. Pardhis who catch pig, deer etc. by means o f a rope to 

which nooses are attached are called Phanse Pardhi (Singh 2004: 1655). Enthoven (1922) 

states that Phanse Pardhis are different from the bulk of the Pardhis in some o f their social 

and religious customs.

III. 2. Origin and History

Precise details o f Pardhi's origin are not available and the task o f discovering the same by 

interaction with them is rendered almost impossible primarily because o f the wandering 

nature o f their life-style. Their belongings are modified in a variety o f manner from time-to- 

time due to the impact of assimilation o f localized social customs and cultural and 

ecological features prevailing in the areas. Even Pardhi’s own perception o f their origin 

accordingly varies from place to place depending on the memory o f elders in the group. 

From the available literature the following history has been developed for this study.
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According to Enthoven (1922: 169) Pardhi is a heterogeneous collection o f people from 

Rajput, Koli, Vaghri, Dhangar, Kabbligar and Korchar communities. Singh (2004:1656) 

states that the Pardhi tribes’ Rajput origin is confirmed by the fact that they have Rajput clan 

names. Singh (1994; 986) states that the Pardhi tribes trace their origin from Rajputana 

where they used to be appointed as watchmen by the Rajput rulers. Russell and Hiralal 

(1916: 359) are o f the opinion that Pardhi tribe is a mixed group composed o f the Bawaria 

and other Rajput outcastes. Bawaria is also spelt as Bauriah.

Bhargava (1949) narrates number o f legends about the origin o f Bawarias. One legend says 

that once Emperor Akbar demanded a Dola from King Sandal o f Chhittogarh. When the 

latter refiised to satisfy the emperor’s lust a battle was fought near a Baoli (a large wall with 

stair cases leading to its bottom). On being defeated, a number o f Rajput warriors began to 

pass their days by the side o f that Baoli as a mark o f their humiliation. In course o f time 

these Rajputs began to be called Baolias or Bawalias meaning the residents o f the Baoli. 

Bawarias are believed to be the descendants o f these people.

Another version says that when king Ferozeshah invaded Chhittorgarh Bhatti, Rajputs from 

Jaisalmer, Panwars from Abu, Chauhans from Ajmer, and Dhandals from Bikaner came to 

the fight for Rana Pratap the king o f Chittorgarh. They fought against the king Ferozeshah 

near a Baoli at a distance o f about 14 miles from Chhittorgarh. They lost the battle and some 

o f them began to live in the proximity o f that Baoli and were called Baoliwalas, meaning 

residents o f the Baoli. They then took to crime in the absence o f other occupations and 

began to keep concubines from low caste people. When the other Rajputs saw this state of 

their brethren they excommunicated them.

It is said, that after the capture o f Chittorgarh a number o f Rajputs ran away into the jungle 

and began to live a nomadic life. One o f them fell in love with a Rajput maid and married 

her. But he would not give up his nomadic mode o f life although the parents o f his wife 

strongly disapproved o f it. They began to call him Baola meaning mad and later on his 

descendants came to be known as Bawarias.
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The Bawarias are claimed descendants from the family o f Chanda and Jora who had served 

Fatah and Jaunal who were the joint rulers o f Chhittor.

The Pardhi tribe claimed to have their origin from Rana Pratap. Their forefathers were with 

Rana Pratap. However gives another version where Rana Pratap wanted to exterminate them 

on the suspicion that they had helped Akbar the Mogul emperor. They fled to Gujarat and 

styled themselves as Pardhis (Gare & Aphale 1982:52). In the Kutch district o f Gujarat they 

claim descent from Valmiki the composer o f the epic Ramayana. According to them 

Valmiki was a Pardhi (Singh 1994).

Another legend narrates the story o f a Rajput chief o f Gujarat who presented a princess 

along with a number o f attendants to the Emperor Akbar. The princess did not like this and 

preferred to commit suicide. While passing by a Baoli (tank) the princess expressed a desire 

to drink water. And availing o f the opportunity she drowned herself in the BaoU. Her 

disconsolate attendants refused to return to their homes and began to lead a nomadic life, 

making the Baoli as their headquarters in memory o f their princess (Bhargava 1949: 4).

A legend connects them with the Chauhan Rajputs o f Jaisalmer who went on a pilgrimage to 

Gujarat where they sacrificed a buffalow in the name o f Bawarimata at her temple and gave 

a feast where beef was freely consumed. Henceforth people began to call them Bawariyas 

after the Bawarimata while their brethren are still known as Chauhan Rajputs.

A note o f the tribe Bhawaria published by the Madras police derives the word Bhawari from 

Bavdi or Baoli meaning a pond. It is said, that these people originally used to settle on the 

banks o f large baolies and hence the name Bawaria originated.

Mr. H. G. Waterfeild a retired I. P. officer, who was in charge o f the Criminal Tribes 

hivestigation Department in the Gwalior State tried to show that the majority o f the tribes 

known as criminal tribes in Northern India had sprung from a common folk. In support of 

this theory, he referred to the great similarity in secret terms used by these tribes and certain
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amount o f contact kept by them with one another (Ayyangar 1949). According to Kennedy 

(1985) and Bhargava (1949) most o f the Criminal Tribes are believed as originated from the 

stock o f Bauriah Tribe. Pardhi Tribe is one o f them. Pardhi tribe has its ancestral root in 

Bauriah tribe. In other words Pardhis are a sub group o f the Bawriah tribe. The reports o f  

police interest, however, show them as an off-shoot o f the Bauriah tribe which is considered 

as the origin o f a variety o f criminal tribes.

The criminal tribes were found in the north and in the south, except Kerala (southern state). 

In Bauriah Tribe it has been recorded the youngsters belonging to that tribe could not get 

girls in marriage unless they specialized in committing crimes. If a member o f the criminal 

tribe was convicted and sent to jail, the others supported the victim’s family during the 

period o f trial (Ayyangar 1949).

Almost all the criminal tribes were wandering, nomadic, earning livelihood through 

traditional way. The profile o f criminal tribe revealed almost all o f them lived through 

begging, hunting, making baskets, making ropes, singing, dancing, doing menial jobs like 

scavenger, watch men, field guard, mendicants, labour work, agriculture, cattle rearing, 

netting game in jungles, snake charming, doing odd jobs.

As wandering bands o f hunters and fowlers the tribe offered asylum to individual outcastes 

or broken fragments o f other tribes or castes. It is therefore a somewhat heterogeneous 

group. Some anthropological studies indicate that they appear to be groups originated from 

mixing o f Rajputs either with Bawari who are outcastes or with other social derelicts. 

Pardhis have also assunilated lower castes like Koli, Wagri, Dhangar, Kabbaligar and 

Korchar (Russell 1916; Gare & Aphale 1982; Enthoven 1922).

Some Pardhis say that they are descendents o f the Pardhi Mahadev who, during the period 

o f Mahabharata, challenged Aijima on the issue o f hunting o f wild boar. According to some 

Pardhis from the community the legend they believe is that Rana Rajputs who, under the 

threat o f extermination from Maharana Pratap for having sided Akbar, the Mogul emperor 

fled to Gujarat, styled themselves as Pardhis. After whch they moved south and eastwards.
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Russell, Gare, Aphale & Enthoven confirms to this origin (Russell 1916; Enthoven 1922). In 

the jungle they stayed with tribals. In due course o f time inter tribe / race interactions and 

relationships multiplied. According to this view, then the Pardhi tribes originated from the 

Rajput race. Pardhis’ Rajput origin is confirmed by the fact that they have Rajput clan 

names and still speak Rajasthani dialect among them. The Phanse Pardhis have common 

names like Pawar, Sindiya, Chavan etc.that are found in Rajasthan and adjoining areas 

(Singh 2004). The Pardhi adivasis are belonging to the great predatory tribe o f Gujarat, 

which scattered under different names all over India. In Andhra Pradesh they are found 

mostly in the Rayalaseema and the Telangana areas (Singh 1998). From Gujarat 250 years 

ago they migrated to Maharashtra (Gare & Aphale 1982). They are found only in settlement 

areas of Maharashtra (Singh 2004).

The Pardhis are nomads traditionally engaged in hunting and food gathering. They hunt 

birds, animals and trade meats and items o f forest produce (Fuchs 1973). The permanent and 

established way o f eaming the livelihood is the accepted occupation under the caste system, 

whereas Pardhis are condemned to a perpetually unsettled Hfe. On account o f this, these 

nomads have only a minimum of interactions with others.

The social customs peculiar to the tribe tend to vary from time to time and from place to 

place. They wander in gangs, numbering even a hundred and more. During the fair weather, 

Pardhis wander from place to place in bands o f three to six families. The men walk ahead 

carrying nets and baskets, followed by the women with wooden cots and children with 

earthen pots. Occasionally they own a bullock or a buffalo, on which loaded blankets, 

baskets, are bamboo sticks and mats. While on the move they live in makeshift tents, 

moving from place to place (www.hssworld.org dated 7/11/07). They make tents outside of 

villages, under bamboos covered with matting or under the shade o f trees. If overtaken by 

rain, they take shelter in the nearest village. During this process o f travelling from place to 

place they rob food grains. This robbing character is attributed as criminal character 

(Majumdar 1944).

Even today, they practice the traditional primary economic activities like hunting o f small 

games like rabbit, deer, mongoose and trapping o f birds like pigeon, peacock and partridge.
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However the settled population with better technology at their command progressively takes 

over the resources o f the hunter and food gatherer. Ultimately very little is left for nomads to 

forage (Mishra 1969). Pardhi adivasis drift into petty thieving because there is nothing else 

for them to collect and to forage. Due to their thieving tendency no other community is 

confident to relate with them. They are deprived o f labour because nobody trusts them. As a 

result they follow the path o f crime for their livelihood even today. They are forced by the 

prevailing adverse circumstances to practice -thieving -that is collecting various household 

items such as -grass for their animals, ftiel, fruit, vegetables, grains and animals. Every time 

a theft, robbery or dacoity takes place, all the Pardhi men in the adjoining places are rounded 

up and taken into police custody (www.hssworld.org dated 7/11/07). They play hide and 

seek with the police and their life is highly risky and unstable (Singh 2004). When the police 

take male members for undergoing imprisonment women take up begging and petty 

thieving. Struggle for livelihood, ostracism and prejudice are part and parcel of their lives. 

They are generally poor and dirty and have a very low social status (Ayyangar 1949). These 

nomads leave their native villages in the month o f November and return in the month of 

May (Singh 1988).

III. 3. Present day Distribution -

According to the 1901 census the total number o f Pardhi population was 12,214 o f which

6,320 men and 5,894 women. During the same period in the state o f Madhya Pradesh in the 

cities o f Bhopal, Raisen and Sehore the total population o f Pardhis were 1831. In the same 

state Bahelias and Chitas are also grouped with Pardhis. According to the 1981 census their 

number is 8066. In Gujarat in 1981 census, Pardhi population is 814. In Maharashtra the 

Pardhi population is 95,115 (census data, 1981). According to 2001 census the total 

population o f Pardhis in Maharashtra is 1, 59,875. They are mainly spread over the districts 

of Amravathi (20,568) Akola (17578) Buldhana (16428) Jalgaon (16849) Yavatmal (8129) 

Osmanabad (9959) Pune (7230) and the other districts they are scattered (see. Bulletin, 

Tribal Research and Training Institute 2008). The Pardhi population data o f Mumbai is not 

available in the census record.
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III. 4. Physical Characteristics

Wandering Pardhis are varied in complexion, between brown and dark. They are of medium 

stature. Singh (1998: 987) states they are thin and moderately tall. They have great power of 

endurance and sharp senses. Kennedy (1985) describes the male Pardhis are wearing large 

metal earrings and turban, hi general they have wild appearance. They have black wooden 

whistle hanging from their necks. The Pardhis have long hair.

III. 5. Family, Clan, Kinship and other Analogues Divisions 

III. 5.1. Family

Phanse Pardhi is patrilineal and patrilocal with a nuclear family, a social unit consisting of 

husband, wife and their uiunarried children. Nuclear family is more accepted among them, 

as their livelihood pattern is robbery. Being patrilineal the eldest son succeeds in the matter 

of family property. Young married Pardhi couples construct a hut near their parent’s huts 

and live independently.

III. 5. 2. Sub- Groups among Pardhis

In the state o f Maharashtra Pardhis are divided into different sub groups (Russell & Hiralal, 

1916; Enthoven 1922; Singh 1994&1998; Gare& Aphale 1982). Phanse Pardhi or noose 

hunters are a sub group o f the Pardhi community. Phanse Pardhi is also referred to as Pal 

and Langoti Pardhis (Singh 1998). Pal Pardhi derive their name from the words ‘pal’ (tent). 

The people who live in small tents and huts are called Pal Pardhi. They have migrated from 

Rajasthan (Singh 1988). Pal Pardhi have the following sub groups:

Langoti Pardhi who wear only a narrow strip o f clothe around the waist.

Takankar, who make grinding stones. Takankar comes from the word ‘Takne’ meaning to 

tap or chisel. They travel from village to village. They roughen the household grinding
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stones and mills. Takaris or hand mill makers are found chiefly in Khandesh, Nasik, 

Ahmednagar and Sholapur (Parts o f Maharashtra). Takaris are grouped under Pardhi in 

Maharashtra (Singh 1994). Langoti Pardhis and Takankars have strong criminal tendencies 

(Russell, 1916). All these groups are endogamous and marry within themselves.

Pardhis in the Khandesh district is known as Vaghri Pardhis. The Vaghris o f Gujarat and 

Kathiawad are quite distinct from Vaghri Pardhis. Nirsikari or Shikari or Bhil Pardhis use 

firearms (Singh 2004). Nirshikaris are the same as Haran Shikaris or Pardhis, who were 

notified as criminal tribe in the Bombay state (Ayyangar 1949). They are a wandering tribe. 

They differ from the Vaghri or Takankar Pardhis.

The other groups in the Tribe are:

- Chitavale, who hunt with a tamed leopard.

- Gavake Pardhi, who carry their prey behind a bullock. They sit on the cows and roam in 

the jungle. They live even now in the jungle.

- Gav Pardhis live in the village.

- Gosain Pardhis dress like religious mendicants in ochre cloth and do not kill deer but 

kill only hares, jackals and foxes.

- Pal Pardhis live in pals.

- Gai Pardhis shikar with trained cows.

- Shishi Ke-Telvale sells crocodile oil.

- Bandarwale goes about with performing tricks with monkeys (Ghare&Aphale 1982:52).

- Bahelia has a sub group known as karijat, the members o f  which kill birds o f a black 

colour. Some Phanse Pardhis style themselves as Raj Pardhis.

In Madhya Pradesh Pardhis are known as Mogia and Bagri living in Jhansi and distributed 

to 28 districts. Pardhis living in the Bastar area are called Nahar. Bahelia and Chita Pardhi 

are also belonging to the Pardhi group (Singh 1994). In Andhra Pradesh Pardhis are known 

as Pittalollu, Phanse Pardhi or Nirshikari. Lately they have adopted as Lai and Singh.
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In some parts o f India Phanse Pardhi is known as Meywarees. In Karnataka Phanse Pardhis 

are known as Haranshikaris, Advichanchers or Chigribatgirs. In Cutch Pardhis are snake 

charmers. In Northern India a similar class o f people are known as Bahelia and in central 

province they are known as Bahelias and Pardhis. They merge into one another and are not 

recognized as distinct groups (Russell 1916).

Another branch o f the tribe is known as Telvechanya Pardhis. They are vendors o f  a certain 

mineral oil and usually sold in the Deccan. It is commonly believed that this oil restores lost 

vitality.

Few Mohamedan Pardhis are found in Cutch, Khandesh and Dharwar.They follow 

Mohammedan faith. They embraced Isahn during the Muslim rule under threat or force. 

There is sub division o f Pardhi known as Cheetawalla Pardhis who are numerous than all 

other groups.

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribe Order 1950) notified Pardhi including Advichincher and 

Phanse Pardhi as Scheduled Tribe without any synonym (Gare & Aphale 1982; Singh 

1988). In Gujarat Pardhi, Advichincher and Phanse Pardhi have been notified and separated 

as schedule tribes in selected districts.

HI. 5. 3. Exogamous Divisions

According to Enthoven (1922); Russell (1916); Gare& Aphale (1982) Pardhis have 

exogamous divisions, based on surnames. The exogamous divisions are Dabhade, Chauhan, 

Pawar, Solanki and Sonavani. In addition to the ones mentioned above Enthoven (1922) 

recorded Dabhade, Malve and Shele Kuls as exogamous divison.

The exogamous groups o f Pardhis are all those o f Rajput tribes, such as Seodia, Pawar, 

Solanki, Chavan, Rathor (Russel 1916). Pardhis are divided into a number o f clans, namely 

Sonavani, Dabhade, Solanki, Pawar, Chavan, Shinde and Suryavanshi (Singh 1998). The 

Bawarias got seven exogamous sub castes. They are Santyan, Solanki, Pawar, Dhandal, 

Chavan, Chandara and Dabi.
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The exogamous divisions of the Pardhis in Andhra Pradesh are Dholaga, Chathodgad, 

Dharagad, Pawargad, and Bundigad. Hassan (1920) stated that Pardhi o f Hyderabad state 

have divisions Hke Pal or Langota Pardhi and Chitewale or Phanse Pardhi with exogamous 

divisions of Pawar, Dongle, Jadhav, Chavan and Kare (Singh 1988).

Takankar’s patriarchal exogamous lineages are called Kur and the surnames are Malve, 

Chavan, Solanki, Rathor, Pawar, Kavade, Sonaane, Khanande, Dhakarde and Khurade 

(Singh 2004).

Pal Pardhis are divided into several clans namely Pawar, Bhosale, Chavan, Mane, Rawat, 

Yadav, Tirola, Khaja, Kale, Solanki, Sindhia, Phulmal (Singh 1998: 2771).

Phanse Pardhis are divided into several clans Chavan, Bhosale, Pawar, Kale and Shinde 

(Singh 1994: 989, &1998: 2772, 2004: 1660). Solanki, Pawar and Chavan are the common 

exogamous division in Bawaria tribe and Pardhi tribe. Therefore Pardhi tribe has ancestral 

roots in Bawaria tribe.

III. 6. Dwelling, Dress, Food, Ornaments and other Material Objects 

III. 6.1. Housing

Takankars live in villages. They have houses. They neither leave their own districts nor 

wander into distant states. Wandering Pardhis live in grass huts or pals. They generally 

camp where there is water and food grains and they can snare game (Kennedy 1985). Their 

huts have only one door in front and there are no windows. Their huts are seven feet by four 

and five feet high with walls. The houses have slanting roofs o f straw matting, which they 

can roll up and carry off in a few moments. In villages they live in a cluster o f huts in the 

outskirts. It is known as Pardhiwada.
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Some women wear the sari like the Maratha women o f the Deccan, others wear a small 

skimpy petticoat (a long jacket) switched by themselves. All wear the choli or bodice (tight 

blouse) covering the chest. The dhoti( long stuff tied around the hip as a trouser), and the 

shirt worn by the male is usually dyed to a shade o f brown or originally white, has become a 

dirty brown colour by wear. The male’s head dress varies between an old tattered rag, which 

twisted into a rope barely encircles the head and a well-worn pagri (turban) through which 

the crown o f the head is visible. It is said that wandering Pardhi devotees o f certain 

goddesses, will not wear garments (cloth) o f particular colours. It would be seen that this 

custom was at one time observed by Bauriahs, who had similar restricts regulated by the 

particular colour dedicated to deity worshipped by them. It is a further proof o f the 

relationship between these two tribes (Kennedy 1985).

The settled Pardhi women wear the lahainga (a long loose skirt) with odni (half sari) like the 

poorer women o f Gujarat. The odni is folded over the head falling from right to left. Some 

of them wear sari and choli (blouse or jacket). Women were forbidden to wear silver below 

the waist. No Pardhi women hang her sari on a wall, but it must always be kept on the 

ground.

A typical Phanse Pardhi male used to be half naked wearing a langoti (loin cloth) and a 

pairan (a full sleeved closed shirt) with grown dishevelled hair. The headman wore a full 

dhoti, a Nehru shirt or zabba and a big turban. One end o f turban hangs down over his back. 

Almost touching the ear lobes a pointed big moustache, run across both the cheeks. Woman 

wore a nine-yard saree with a typical kasota. Pardhis o f all kinds are chiefly distinguished by 

their scanty dress and general dirty appearance. Their hair is neither cut nor combed nor as a 

rule is the beard shaved.

111. 6. 2. Dress
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Both men and women wear a necklace o f coloured beads, bangles, earrings and chains they 

wear for adornment. Ornaments are made with tin, copper and brass. They wore various 

types o f ornaments made o f silver and brass (Singh 2004).

III. 6. 4. Food

Chavan women do not ride on a cart or drink liquor. Pawar women may not ride on a cart 

but may drink liquor. They do not eat anything, which lives in water. They eat the flesh of 

goat, sheep, deer, fowls, peacocks and birds and almost all feathered game and fish and 

drink liquor.

Pardhi men feed their women, because they believe in the legend, which says in olden times 

women poisoned their husbands and children. Takanakars do not eat food cooked by Phanse 

Pardhi, but the latter partake o f food prepared by Takanakars. While selling birds and 

medicines, Pardhis accept uncooked food items. They accept food and water from Brahmin, 

Rajput, Kunbi, Vani and a few more communities (Singh 1988). Some o f them eat fish 

(except, who worship water) and meat. Though many o f them do not eat beef and pork, 

some o f them occasionally eat beef. Their staple food was bread made o f jowar or bajri. All 

Pardhis are much addicted to drink. They consume country home made alcoholic liquor 

namely gavthi.

III. 6. 5. Migration

Wandering Pardhis move from place to place with their families in gangs o f varying 

strength numbering even a hundred or more. The women and children, carrying the pals and 

a variety o f goods, follow the men with their snaring nets and nooses and baskets. 

Sometimes their things are loaded on cows or buffaloes.

III. 6. 3. Ornaments
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The dogs, cattles, fowls etc. are camped along with them, in the temporary camps. During 

the rain, Pardhi gangs collect in the vicinity o f towns or villages. When the season of 

harvest, they break up into small parties and wander from place to place.

III. 7. Environmental Sanitation, Disease and Treatment 

HI. 7.1. Medicines

The Pardhi adivasis have unique medicinal practices. They don’t go to doctors or take any 

medicines, due to their low economic status. It is also because they are very superstitious. 

They use turmeric (saffron) powder to heal wounds. Laxman Gaikward himself a Pardhi 

describes number o f their traditional medical practices in his book Uchalya. Once his father 

beat his mother with a stick on her head. She started bleeding. His father filled her wound 

with turmeric powder and dressed it with a piece o f cloth. Another time his Tatha 

(grandfather) suffered from severe pains in his stomach. But no one ever took him to a 

dispensary. The family treated him at home burning his stomach with a kulwa(buming part 

of the cigarette) The family also used Jakam Jodicha Pala, a herb which stopped the flow of 

blood. Another incident Laxman Gaikward describes about himself. When he was a boy had 

many boils on his head. They were filled with pus and worms. His mother immediately 

assumed that her son had a terrible disease that was afflicted on him by the goddess, because 

she gave up fasting on Tuesdays. She prayed and fasted on both Tuesdays and Fridays that 

the Goddess would cure her child. Besides these she smeared his head with ash and applied 

it to the sores. She ground neem leafs (a tree) with saffron, made a paste in coconut oil, and 

then applied on all the sores. He was then made to sit in the sun. Pardhis also treat epileptic 

patients. For curing the patients they make the person sniff some strong odour.

The role played by reptiles in tribal medicine is important. The major reptiles are lizards, 

crocodiles, snakes, tortoise and turtle. They are used either alone or in combination with 

other animals and reptiles. The monitor lizard (Varanus Bengalensis) is used as medicine by 

more than 25 tribes, including the Pardhi tribe. Cold, cough and rheumatic pain is treated.
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The Pardhi tribe in Raipur district uses the fat o f the monitor Hzard to cure the swelling on 

the neck o f a bull. They apply the fat externally on the affected part twice daily until the 

animal is cured. They also use the flesh boiled in alsi oil (mustard) to arrest bleeding. They 

apply the oil on wounds o f cattle externally once or twice. When they suffer from blood in 

sputum they grind the carapace o f a tortoise in water and orally administer it twice daily for 

4 to 5 days. The Pardhi tribe in Bastar get a snake bite they grind snake bones in water and 

give it to the patient two to three times. This helps the patient to get better. Thus several 

medicinal applications are used with the help o f a forest product and parts o f animals.

HI. 8. Language

Pardhis speak Gujarathi in northem origin. In southern Maratha region they speak Kanarese 

(Enthoven, 1922). In their home they speak a corrupt mixture o f dialects, in which Gujarati 

predominates. In Andhra Pradesh they speak a dialect, which is close to Marathi. They are 

also conversant in broken Urdu, Hindi and Telugu languages. Pardhis use Devangiri and 

Telugu script (Singh 1998). In Madhya Pradesh they speak the Dravidian language, Gondi 

and they have forgotten their original mother tongue Halbi an Indo Aryan language. Takaris 

who are grouped as Pardhis speak a dialect o f the Indo Aryan language ‘Marwari’.

In Maharashtra they speak a dialect, which is a mixture o f Gujarati, Marati, and Hindi. They 

also know Marati and Urdu. In Jalgaon and Dhule district they speak Marathi. In Solapur 

district they speak Gujarathi. Their dialect became a corrupt Gujarathi, as they migrated 

from Gujarat. The Pal Pardhi speaks a Rajasthani dialect among themselves besides 

Marathi, Hindi and Gujarathi, which they have adopted to communicate with the 

neighboring population. The Phanse Pardhi has their peculiar dialect, which is a mixture of 

Gujarati, Rajasthani and Marathi. The Phanse Pardhi o f Khandesh region speaks Ahirani 

dialect (Singh 2004:1655). They have then- own secret dialect known as argot or slang in 

English. This dialect is known and spoken within the group itself. While talking to strangers 

they make use o f this dialect in order to trace and confirm their identity. This is known as 

Parasi or Farasi in Marathi. Though Pardhis speak Marathi and Urdu fluently their original
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language is Gujarati and their talk is said to resemble that of men newly arrived from 

Gujarat (Kennedy, 1985).

As a rule they talk very loud in the presence o f strangers. The following are some o f their 

slang expressions.

lang language and its Meaning-

Slang Meaning

Raj Chief constable

Khapai Constable
Mul To run
Khapai was mul Run, the constable is coming
Kaloo Police officer
Wassai Theft
Khonukus Gold
Barbara Dacoity
Ishah Theft
Joopda Burglary
Koomai Petty grain theft
Kooto Petty robberies and dacoitites
Kuttuma House breaking implement
Kali kutri Policeman
Gobur Stolen property

Source: Kennedy, M. 1985:137,266

III, 9, Economic Life

III. 9 .1. Traditional Occupation

The traditional occupation o f Pardhis is trapping o f birds and animals. They catch pigs, 

antelopes, peafowl, partridges, rock quails and parrots. This occupation as game hunters 

favours a nomadic lifestyle. Pardhis are very skilful in making horsehair nooses. 

Cheetawalla Pardhis catch yoimg panthers and cheeta cubs, which they train and sell to 

Rajahs.Some o f them, exhibit their preys and for this reason they are called as Raj Pardhis. 

In addition o f selling cheeta cubs Cheetawalla Pardhis also snare birds and sell herbal
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medicines. Some have given up catching cheetas and have taken snaring deer and are 

therefore known as BaheiUas. Some serve as messengers and servants. Some others work as 

labourers and carriers. Takankar Pardhis make grinding stones. They also repair grinding 

stones. Another common occupation o f Pardhis is cutting stones, the chiselling o f grinding 

wheels and grinding stones. Many Takankars have given up their hereditary occupation of 

hunting and have taken to new pursuits. According to the 1981 census 43.42 percent o f their 

population are listed as workers. Of them 60.78 percent are agricultural labourers, 20.03 

percent are cuhivators, and 79.7 percent are engaged with livestock and forestry. The 

remaining 11.22 percent are distributed in various occupations. Some o f their children work 

as wage earners (Singh 1994). Though still fond o f hunting many Takankars have taken to 

labour and agriculture and some are employed as village watchmen.

Advichincher, Langoti Pardhis and Shikari are occasionally employed as village watchmen. 

Wandering Pardhis beg, snare game, prepare and sell drugs obtained from roots, plants etc. 

They are also involved in deals with black and white beads known as bajar battoo. This is 

used for protection from casting evil eye. hi some areas they collect and sell items o f forest 

produce. They are expert in catching and netting game. Their net 20 to 40 feet long are most 

skilfully fashioned. Their nets are strong enough to hold even pig and deer. They skilfully 

trap the animals into the net. Hares and partridges are caught with these nets. The nets are 

thrown over the mouth o f a well or spread on the ground. Quails and small birds are driven 

into the nets. Pardhis are skilflill to imitate very naturally the call o f partridge. They call with 

the whistle carried round the neck. They also can produce by mouth the sound o f peacock, 

quail, jackals, hares, foxes, etc. Even today Pardhis basic economic activities are hunting of 

small game like rabbit, deer, mongoose and trapping o f birds like pigeon, peacock and 

partridge. A division o f Pardhis called Jgires and Dharwar make black stone vessels of 

various sizes, which are used for keeping pickles (Enthoven 1922). Women sell indigenous 

medicines. The Pardhis o f Jabalpur area depend on catching birds, hunting leopards, jackal, 

and fox. Pardhi women make pahn leaves mat, broom and other house hold articles and sell 

in the local market and village. Pardhis are also working as cuhivator, agricultural labour 

and in forests in Chhattisgarh area.Pardhis o f Bastar collect minor forest produce like
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mahua, doli, avia, harra, silk cocoon, honey etc. All men, women and children go for 

fishing for own consumption in rainy season.

The Pardhis are sometimes employed by the cultivators o f a village jointly for watching the 

crops. The Pardhis do this for two or three months and receive a fixed quantity of grain. 

Some o f the Phanse Pardhis make baskets and sell them. Today Pardhis do not have a stable 

economy. Many o f the Phanse Pardhis make their living mainly by coirmiitting robberies.

HI. 9. 2. Crime as Mode o f Livelihood

In the famine o f 1896 Pardhis largely went in for dacoity. Gunthrope says later on Pardhis 

have changed from dacoity to burglary. They try to find a suitable place for robbery. Pardhis 

when committing crime gird up their loins and wrap their faces with a cloth. They break 

open the houses, steal sheep and cattle and rob crops. They openly rob the crops from the 

field. If the landlords refuse to Pardhis they rob the entire crop from the thrashing place. 

Some o f them forcibly enter into the house and some o f them protect their comrades by 

giving assistance. Pardhis work in small gangs o f two, three or four.

Pardhis do not as a rule injures the people from whom they rob. If the households do not 

give them any trouble, Pardhis do not hurt them. However if  households resist them Pardhis 

do not hesitate to beat them. Ordinarily when committing crime they are armed with only 

sticks and stones. They do not use any other weapons.

In committing burglary they do not have any particular mode o f operation. They sometimes 

dig neatly through a wall. When a whole is made big enough to get through, the leader 

strikes a match which he holds between finger and thumb with his fingers stretched out so as 

to form a shade. Hold this light in front o f him to shield his features.

Pardhis also play a role in cheating villagers, for the sale o f robbed gold ornaments at low 

price. However the ornaments usually are fakes. For this purpose they use a villager as 

middleman who is familiar to villagers. The villagers do not suspect the middleman and buy 

ornaments in a very profitable marmer. The villagers are cautioned that the omaments are
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stolen property and must keep them hidden for a month or two till there is no enquiry by 

police. The purchaser eventually takes the ornaments for use. They realise by then that they 

are cheated. The purchasers are in a vulnerable position to give police complaints due to the 

dishonest deal they had with Pardhis.

Phanse Pardhis’ plough their camp before they begin the robbery, Pardhis previously visit 

the house during the day on the pretext o f begging for robbery. After which they rush into 

the village at night. Sometimes they create uproar with cries o f Din. If the watchmen try to 

defend Pardhis beat up on their head with a stick. After that they raid the building. If the 

inmates resist Pardhis severely beat them up. After the robbery sometimes they set fire to the 

house for creating diversion.

During the day Phanse Pardhis roam for begging from cuhivators. During this process they 

note the position o f grain pits. If they are given grains they refrain from abusing the donors. 

They loot only from those who refiise to comply with their needs. After harvest Phanse 

Pardhi pay attention towards thrashing place. The stolen crops they mix with other grains 

stolen from other fields to prevent identification. As a rule they carry only small quantities 

of grain. They do not drop the grains on the way back. This way they try to minimise the 

risk o f being caught by police. Stolen grains are stored away from the place o f camp. 

Sometime stolen property is buried in beds o f rivers, fields or somewhere near the back of 

the camp. Sheep and goats are mostly slaughtered and consumed at once. The skin is 

disposed o f in a distant bazaar or sold to the village Chambhar or Dhor. The goat and sheep, 

which cannot be killed immediately is carried off to a convenient hiding place before 

disposing it fmally. Cattles are lifted up from the field while grazing and carried away to far 

away place before they are sold.

The favourite instruments used for house breaking are a sort o f chisel called kinkra an iron 

rod with a wooden handle called khantia, kettur or kusa (plough share). Wandering Pardhis 

often conceal their stolen property in holes dug in the ground. The property is placed into 

this hole. The entrance o f the hole is covered up and over it one o f the gang occasionally 

takes rest. Pardhis seldom dispose o f valuables till a considerable time has elapsed since the
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offence. Goldsmiths, liquor vendors, agriculturists, village officers etc. receive the stolen 

goods. While changing the camp stolen property is carried by a single member o f the gang 

ahead o f them. They anticipate police search while they are on the road. Women conceal 

small valuables by tying them as a bandage round the leg covering an imaginary sore or the 

women conceal between the legs. The men and women together try to protect themselves. 

The search for a culprit is rather troublesome for the police. The Telvechanya Pardhis 

manufactures a brand o f oil. While anointing the oil on the palm of the victim, a trick is 

played through which they cheat the victim. Takankars seldom admit their guilt or disclose 

the names o f their accomplices even if  they are caught red handed by the police.

The Pardhis have moved to places far and wide. Paper reports show that some o f them are 

living in Delhi. They are called Chaddi baniyan giroh. These seem to be the off-shoot o f the 

Langoti Pardhis o f Madhya Pradesh who are known for being engaged in small thefts and at 

times in robberies. They are o f course associated with crime in these areas but one needs to 

understand the dynamics o f their livelihood options and survival endeavours before 

branding them as criminals (Jha 2008).

III. 10. Life Cycle

III. 10.1. At Birth

Pardhi adivasis follow many rituals. At birth gandh (ointment) is applied to the forehead of 

the baby. A little jaggery (clumps of row brown sugar) is put into the mouth o f the baby for 

five days to remove the saliva. On the fifth day both male and female children, observe the 

mundane ceremony meaning shaving the head. Naming ceremony is performed on the 12* 

day. Brahmins are called to conduct all the ceremonies except the funeral rites.

III. 10. 2. Initiation

After having attained puberty in the case o f girls a puberty rite is performed. A ceremony is 

performed by the women folk o f the tribe popularly known as oti bharan (celebration). For 

this they offer a handfiil o f rice or wheat with tamarind to a girl. If child marriage has taken
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place, after this ceremony the girl is sent to the husband’s house. The marriage is proposed 

from the groom’s side to the bride’s party and a meeting is held to make arrangements for 

the engagement. Bride price ranges from Rs.250 to even Rs.lOOO. No daughter is exchanged 

in marriage unless the bride price is received in cash or in cash and kind.

III. 10. 3. Marriage

The Pardhis celebrate marriages all the year round. Intermarriage among some subdivisions 

of Pardhis is forbidden. Thus a Takanakr Pardhi may not marry a Phanse Pardhi. The 

similarity of devak is a bar to intermarriage. They marry from fathers’ sisters’, mothers’ 

sisters’ or mothers’ brothers’ daughters. Two brothers may many two sisters-the elder 

brother being married to the elder sister and the younger brother to the younger sister. A 

man is allowed to marry two sisters. As a rule Langoti Pardhi marries girls from another 

subdivision thus a Chavan would marry a Pawar girl. Polygamy is allowed and practiced but 

polyandry is unknown in this community. Girls are married at the age o f fourteen to sixteen 

and boys arovmd the age o f twenty-five. The offer o f marriage comes from the boy’s father 

who has to pay a bride price. If he carmot pay the amount the bridegroom may serve in the 

house of his father-in-law for a period agreed upon. In the case o f well-to-do people child 

marriages take place.

If a caste man seduces a girl he is compelled to marry her after a Brahmin has purified her 

and he and the girl’s father are fined and made to give a dinner to the caste people. If the 

seducer belongs to another caste the girl is allowed to remain in the caste after being purified 

and may marry any caste man. If the offence is committed several times the girls are 

excommunicated.

The principal ceremonies o f marriage are; i. Kunku Lavaane or Sagai that is the betrothal, 

which takes place some days before the marriage, ii. Halad that is rubbing the boy and the 

girl with turmeric paste, iii. Rukhavt or carrying sweet meals to the boy’s house by women 

from the girl’s house.
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Marriage verses are repeated and sacred grains o f rice are thrown over the couple. This is 

the binding portion o f the ceremony o f marriage. The bridegroom returns to his house with 

his bride. The girl’s party holds shiravanti or reception o f the bridegroom in a temple.

Phanse Pardhis differ from the bulk o f the Pardhis in some o f their customs. They are 

strictly endogamous. They marry within the tribe only. A marriage outside the tribe is 

looked upon as inauspicious and is liable to the punishment o f excommunication from the 

tribal group. They observe clan as well as surname exogamy. A member o f the Bhosale clan 

will not marry a member o f the same clan or surname. They marry their girls at any age. 

One’s mother’s brothers’ daughter is held as one’s first choice. A maternal uncle can make 

objection if  his nephew marry a girl other than his own daughter. Marrying a sister o f the 

deceased wife is also in practice (Singh 2004:1657). On the marriage day a pandal (a stage) 

is erected by peepal or mango leaves. The groom wears garlands o f mango leaves and 

flowers hanging on both sides o f his cheek. Turmeric (saffron powder) is applied to both. 

The marriage is performed in the presence o f a Brahmin or an elder from the tribe. The 

skirts and dhotis are knotted together seven times. The guests throw red rice over them and 

the marriage is completed. A marriage feast is given by either o f the parties in agreement 

with the contract. A married woman wears a chain o f black beads around her neck.

Among Phanse Pardhi oti bharan is performed for the first pregnancy. An old experienced 

woman conducts delivery in the traditional manner. The umbilical cord is cut with the help 

of a scissor.

Laxman Gaikward himself a Pardhi has narrated his wedding ceremony. He along with his 

family travelled to his wife’s village. They were taken in a procession along with a band 

from the border to the village to the place where the ceremony was to be held. Turmeric 

powder was applied on the bridegroom and he was given a ritual bath. A marriage gift was 

supposed to be offered to the bridegroom’s father by the bride’s family. However a gift was 

not offered to his father. He was lifted and carried to the raised platform of the pandal. At 

one spot the in-laws from both sides exchanged betel nuts and embraced each other in a 

close fashion.
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He was then dressed in the clothes given to him as his marriage present and brought to the 

marriage pandal with the accompaniment o f musical instruments. All the guests received 

rice as Akshata (rice smeared with vermillion) to shower on the bridegroom and the bride at 

the auspicious moment o f the marriage with the chanting o f the ritual hymns. When the 

marriage presents were being given, his relative sat to receive the marriage presents on his 

behalf When a present is given the givers name and the present given were announced on 

the microphone. Whenever a present was given he would announce it on the microphone 

and Thata would receive it. The travel expenses o f the guests had to be shouldered by him. 

A marriage procession was taken out in the village at night. The towel on his body was tied 

at the end in a knot with his wife’s sari. His wife followed him as he walked.

III. 10. 4. Divorce

Husband can divorce a wife if he cannot agree with her or her conduct is bad. A wife can 

divorce a husband, if  he is impotent or suffering from an incurable disease like leprosy. A 

divorced woman can marry again, after paying a fine to the caste panch (community leader). 

A person accused o f adultery or grievous sin, has to pick a copper coin out o f a jar o f boiling 

oil. If he/she picks the coin out without harming his/her hand he/she is declared innocent. 

Between the Phanse Pardhi either party can break wedlock on various groimds such as 

adultery, dislike or failure to pay the bride price. Divorce traditionally declared in the 

presence o f the nyaya (tribal council). The divorced wife is not entitled to receive any 

compensation from the husband. Children belong to the father.

HI. 10. 5. Widow Remarriage

The remarriage o f widows is permitted among Pardhis. A widow cannot marry her father’s 

sister’s, mother’s sister’s or mother’s brother’s son. She may marry a younger brother o f her 

deceased husband, provided she is more than two years older. If a widow has no children by 

her deceased husband, her intended husband has to pay a fine. If the intended husband also 

is deceased, husband’s brother has to entertain the caste people to a dinner and pay the fme. 

A widow remarriage is celebrated on a dark night. The widow and her new husband are
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seated on two low wooden stools side by side and the Brahmin priest ties the ends o f their 

garments into a knot. Next the couple feed each other with two or three mouthfuls o f food, 

which completes the ceremony. On both sides a Barber, a Brahmin and the caste panch are 

present. The caste follows the Hindu law o f inheritance. Among Phanse Pardhi polygamy 

and widow marriage are allowed. Phanse Pardhi community widows, widowers, and both 

divorcees are allowed to remarry.

III. 10. 6. Death Ceremonies

The dead are buried in a lying position with head to the south. In Cutch district before the 

burial the great toe o f the right foot is burnt. The persons who have visited the shrines of 

their family Goddesses, bum women who die in childbirth. The bones and ashes are thrown 

into water. On the tenth day after death rice balls are offered to the deceased and caste men 

are given a feast. For the propitiation o f the deceased ancestors a ceremony called Mahalaya 

(ceremony to remember the ancestors) is performed in the dark half o f the lunar cycle.

The Phanse Pardhi, who can afford, bums the deceased body. Others bury the dead body. 

The family God o f their division is found at Pavagad or burial place. According to Laxman 

Gaikwad, Yamadoot (a messenger o f YAMA, God o f death) conjures up the image o f death 

and anyone confronted with it freezes with fear that Yamadoot will take his life away. He 

narrated the rituals performed five days after his father’s death. They got a little lamb 

cooked it and carried it to the cemetery along with the things his father liked. All these 

things were placed at the spot where body was cremated. They bowed in obeisance before 

the offerings. When a crow touched the offerings it signified that his father had no more 

earthly desires left and his soul was finally delivered.

HI. 11. Religion

According to (Enthoven, 1922; Gare & Aphale, 1982; Russell, 1916) Pardhis follow Hindu 

religion. A few were recorded at the 1901 census as Mussalman (Enthoven 1922). 

According to the 1981 census 98.65 percent are Hindus and 0.46 percent as Muslims, 

Christians and Sikhs (Singh 1984). The Hindu Pardhis worship deities like Ganesh, Ram,
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Laxman, Sita, Amba Bhavni, Jarimari, and Khandoa. Chavans worship Amba, Pawars 

worship Mari Mata, and Solankis worship Kali. All their deities are called Bowani. 

Gunthrope says that they are very religious. In Madhya Pradesh in the 1981 census 99.56 

percent o f the Bahelia Pardhis were Hindus and 0.44 percent professed other religions. In 

Bhopal, Raisen and Sehore districts 100 percent o f the Pardhis were Hindus in the 1981 

census (Singh 1994:989). Those residing in the Belgaum district chiefly worship Lakshmi 

and Durga. In Cutch they worship Gayatri Mata. They also worship all village Gods. 

Musaalman saints are venerated. When an epidemic breaks out the Gods are propitiated with 

blood sacrifices. They do not go on pilgrimages and have no spiritual head. Pardhis are firm 

believers in fortune-tellers and observe various rules by which they think their fortunes will 

be affected. They consider even numbers lucky and odd numbers bad. They practice a low 

form of Hinduism without giving up animism.

The Phanse Pardhi adivasis also belong to Hindu religion. Each clan has a separate deity for 

worship. The special objects o f their worship are Yellamma, Tulja Bhavani and Venkatesh 

whose images are kept tied in cloth and are taken out once a year on Mamavami m Ashvin 

and worshipped with an offering o f milk. They also have a sacrificial offering such as a 

male buffalo or a lamb on a day o f fair in the new moon night. Phanse Pardhi normally go to 

the fair before going on a robbery where they suck blood from the offering and receive the 

blessings o f the bhagat in order to be successful in the operation. They do not observe any o f  

the Hindu holidays and make no pilgrimages. They believe in witchcraft and soothsaying. 

Takaris follow the Hindu law o f inheritance and chiefly worship such minor Gods as 

Khandoba, Devi etc. They keep Gods images in their houses. They also worship all local 

Gods and observe the usual fasts and feasts.

Laxman Gaikward narrates the religious ceremony. In procession a lamb was carried with 

the accompaniment o f drumbeats. Everyone applied Haladi-Kunkum (saffron and vermilion 

powder) and bowed before the Goddess. Water was sprinkled on the sacrificial lamb and all 

bowed before the Goddess. The lamb was laid on the ground on its back and holding its 

neck on the edge o f the ditch, the throat was slit. Blood filled the ditch in front o f the
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Goddess to the brim then the head o f the lamb was severed and the legs were cut and placed 

before the goddess. The lamb was cut and put in baskets for people.

LaxmanGaikwad says that they would kill a sturdy pig on Makar Shankranthi day. If a pig 

was not available then a cow was killed. A hefty blow was given on the neck o f the pig, 

which made the pig to die a slow death. It was roasted, cut and distributed to the others who 

ate it hungrily.

Table 5 - Pardhi Gods in Mumbai-

Name o f the Clan
Bhosale
Kale
Chavan
Pawar
Shinde

Name o f the Goddess
Bhawanimata
Durgamata
Mariamata
Mariamata
Laxmimata

The bulk o f the tribe however is divided into totemisitic divisions worshipping different 

devaks o f which the principal one is; Thoms o f aria shrub (mimosa rubricaulis), Thoms of 

the bore tree (Zisyphus jujuba). Leaves o f the shami tribe (Prosopis spicigera). Mango, 

Jambhul (Eugenia Jambolana) and Umbar (Ficus gomerata). The peepal tree is held 

especially sacred. There is a legend about this tree, which coimects with the custom of  

refraining from the use o f peepal leaves after answering a call o f nature. A Pardhi went on a 

journey and being fatigued lay down and slept under a peepal tree, which grew beside a 

river. On waking up he went and eased himself. He took a peepal leaf to clean himself 

There o f resulted a grievous sore from which he suffered much torment and was about to 

die. Then he had a vision. The Devi appeared to him and told him that his troubles arose 

because o f disrespect to peepal leaf As a result the man confessed his sin and did penance 

before the panchyat. Instantly he was cured o f his sore (Kennedy 1985).

III. 12. Customs and Practices

The Pardhis o f Chatisgarh have several varieties o f folk dance. These are karma in Karma 

pooja, Bihave nach in marriage, Rahas in Holi etc. Their folk songs are also o f several
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varieties. These are Bihavgeet for marriage, Karma geet in Karma dance, Suageet in Diwali 

etc. Their musical instruments are Dhol, Dafada, manjira, mohari etc.(Jha 2008).

In the Chattisgarh area they never wear shoes and say that goddess Devi made a special 

promise that they will be protected from any insect or reptile in the forest. The fact, 

however, is that the shoes make it impossible for them to approach their game without 

disturbing it. Further, from long practice the soles o f their feet become almost impervious to 

thorns and minor injuries.The Langoti Pardhis wear a narrow strip o f cloth iiround their loin. 

The actual reason probably is that a long one would be unmanageable and impede them by 

getting caught in the wood. The explanation given by them, however, is that an ordinary 

dhoti or loin-cloth if  worn might become soiled while hunting and therefore would be 

unlucky.Pardhi women eat at the same time as the men.They explain this custom by saying 

that on one occasion a woman tried to poison her husband and it was therefore adopted as a 

precaution against similar attempts.

HI. 13. Education

According to the 1981 census in Maharashtra, the total literacy rate among Pardhis is 20.05 

per cent. The male literacy rate is 29.87 percent and the female literacy rate is 9.88 percent. 

In Madhya Pradesh the literacy rate o f Bahelia Pardhi is 8.36 percent. The male literacy rate 

is 13.07 percent and the female literacy rate is 3.57 percent (Singh 1994).

III. 14. Status o f Women

Women have equal status with men among Phanse Pardhis. Along witii women men do all 

labour such as domestic work, committing robberies etc. Women’s activities include 

agricultural labour, collection o f fuel, bringing potable water, begging, participating in 

religious rites and rituals. Women are engaged in various economic activities and contribute 

to the income o f the family.
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III. 15. Structures o f Social Control and Leadership

III. 15.1. Pardhi Panchyat

They had their own traditional council known as Jat panchyat. The traditional panchyat 

deals with the disputes o f the community. The headman o f the panchyats called naik 

(leader). Their community council operated at three levels. A Mukya (elder member) was 

the head o f a nomadic band o f three to five families. The Naik (elder member) was the head 

of the base village and the Pudari (elder member) was the head o f the community for the 

whole region. This post is hereditary and reserved for the people holding surnames Kale 

(Singh 2004). They have their panchyat, a council o f five members chosen fi-om the tribe. It 

controls and regulates the social life o f the tribe and also organises criminal gangs and 

assists them in committing anti social acts. It passes judgement in cases o f  immorality. It 

was already noted that a person accused o f adultery or a grievous sin has to pick a copper 

coin out o f a jar o f boiling oil. If he refuses to put his hand into the jar or it is burnt he is 

dismissed fi-om his caste. If a woman has extra marital relations with any person within the 

tribe it is always considered immoral and is condemned by the people and the panchyat. 

Relations with people outside the tribe are appreciated and sometimes encouraged as the 

woman often can serve as a successfiil spy. By sanctioning such behaviour the panchyat has 

generated habitual prostitution. Sometime the parents and the husbands also allow this 

practice, as it is an additional source o f income.

When a person does not properly observe the social customs he/she is made to pay a fine to 

the panchyat. The panchyat is called to settle disputes arising out o f misdistribution of 

wealth, acquired by theft or robbery. The essential fiinction o f the panchyat is to ensure that 

the wealth is distributed in an equitable and just manner. A person who violates this rule is 

severely punished. The panchyat keep a record o f the members who organise the crimes, 

steal or commit dacoity. It collects the robed items and distributes them among the members 

according to their respective shares. When any member is arrested while committing a crime 

the panchyat provides financial supports for the litigation. The panchyat organisation 

maintains its authority by strict discipline. It also imposes individual contributions to the 

panchyat fund to meet its expenses for htigation. Compensation is provided to the family of
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the victim if the police catch the robber. If damage is done to any o f his Hmbs there is a 

regular scale o f compensation to be paid to the injured. The compensation is made according 

to the importance o f the limb and the nature o f the injury. The compensation to which a 

member is entitled is passed on to his wife or children in his absence. According to Fucus 

(1973) the heads o f the family groups manages the disciplinary and juridical matters among 

the nomadic food gatherers and himters.

Phanse Pardhis have their own peculiar system of justice. The head o f the tribal council is 

the senior headman (Mukya). The council holds its meeting for settling disputes. Disputes 

are often settled by giving a fine in cash up to Rs.500/-, a feast to the tribe’s men, 

excommunication etc. If the accused is not in position to pay the fine, they may sell a 

daughter to get the cash.

Pardhi occasionally convened deokarias (meetings). In these meetings ways and means were 

discussed as well as disputes related with past offences were settled. They consumed much 

food and liquor on these occasions. At these deokarias there was no fixed ritual. Sometimes 

a buffalo was offered. If they could not eat the flesh it was given to a lower caste o f the 

Bowri tribe called Hadoti, which lives in Hyderabad, Deccan territory.

For every offence the penalty was much liquor. The left ear o f both men and women guilty 

of adultery was cut with a razor. A Pardhi guilty o f sexual intercourse with a prostitute was 

punished as if he had committed adultery. Pardhi women were said to be virtuous. At the 

deokara a large fry pan called karai was brought in. Ghee and sugar boiled in it. The Pardhi 

who was pious or seized by the goddess with his hand took sweets and meats out o f the 

boiling oil. A Pardhi whose ear was cut was not allowed to be near to the karai.

Pardhis have their tests, i. An accused person having taken oath is told to take out a coin 

from a vessel o f boiled oil. If not guilty his hand is protected from burning, ii. The accused 

gets into the well on a ladder. While he is on the ladder disconnects the ladder by the others. 

If the accused is guilty he is drowned for his act. iii. Two men stand within circles drawn in 

the sand o f a riverbank about seven bamboos distance fi-om one another. Accused stand on
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one edge run to touch the opposite person on the other edge and returns. While accused runs 

to touch a man dives under water. If the accused finishes his run while the man is benath the 

water the latter was judged as innocent. If the diver could not remain in the water the 

accused was guilty and expected to vomit blood and die.iv. They heat axe till it becomes red 

colour. After which they tie twenty-one leaves from the peepal tree on the palm of the 

accused. Over the leaves they lay the heated red-hot axe. The accused is expected to walk 

ten feet without dropping the axe. If the accused succeeds in this test the client is considered 

as iimocent.

Pardhi adivasis have many unfavourable sites such as-

i . Seeing an empty water pot

i i . A dog flapping its ears

iii .The bellowing o f cows but a bull is considered as good sign

i v . Mewing o f a cat

v . Howling o f a jackal

v i . Sneezing

vii. A snake passing from left to right but snake passing from right to left is considered as 

good sign.

HI. 15. 2. Pass System

Pardhis were required to have a pass when leaving their village for any purpose. The pass 

was issued by Village Patil (Village Officer). This was called taking dakhla and was an 

informal business. This system had been introduced by police officers. The dakhla was not 

supposed to be given except for legitimate piuposes. A Pardhi absent from his village had to 

produce his/her dakhla as proof However a Pardhi never bothered about getting dakhla. 

Hence if  a dakhla had been taken out it was believed that a Pardhi had left his village to 

commit crime. Experience showed that the Patil in almost every instance was aware of the 

real motive for which the pass was taken out.
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III. 16. Cultural Values: Unique Identity

The Pardhis had their unique culture inherited from their forefathers. They Uved with in their 

culture in their traditional habitat and practiced various customs, which added meaning to 

their life. This culture and customs bound them together. Their cultural life is integrated 

with social norms and beliefs. They valued their unique identity. They were forced to give 

up their forest, due to the administrative policies o f British and Indian Governments. They 

moved away from the forest to nearby small villages and towns, took up different 

occupations for their survival. They also adapted criminal behaviours to earn their 

livelihood. As a result they were stamped with the stigma as criminals. However their 

criminality was not a hereditary character.

III. 17. Migration to Mumbai

Gradually with the advent o f industrialization they migrated to Mumbai in search o f a better 

Uvelihood. The migration to city began over the last three decades. In 1970’s and 1980’s 

many Pardhis from Barsi taluka and other small towns and villages migrated to city. Today 

there are many Pardhi families scattered into small groups living in makeshift shelters at 

different parts o f the city.

The Indian railway network crisscrossing the different parts o f the state o f Maharashtra 

helped the Pardhi adivasis in the process o f migration. Most o f them travelled ticket less in 

these trains passing through the towns and villages to Mumbai, landed at Mumbai CST. On 

their arrival in the city they looked out for the members o f their community in the city. 

Finally they occupied Appapada, a hilly area surrounded by forests in Malad west, which 

was similar to their native surroundings. In this new habitat they were able to build their 

houses exactly in the same way as their ancestors had made in the forests and near by 

villages close to the forests. They were able to continue nomadic mode o f life with their 

culture and tradition because o f the similarity o f the old and new habitats. They fetched 

water and firewood from the forest and started to graze animals for their livelihood. They
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used to go to parts o f Mumbai, especially South Mumbai in search o f livelihood and some 

times stayed over there for few days but always returned to Appapada after they had earned 

enough to meet their needs for a few days.

The Government o f Maharashtra decided to drive away the Pardhis at Appapada as they 

encroached and illegally occupied the forestland. Further the Government agencies enforced 

strict implementation o f forest laws and encroachment removal drive. As a result the 

government agencies pushed these adivasis to the street o f Mumbai from encroachment and 

illegal occupation. As a result most o f these Pardhis o f Appapada were displaced to the 

pavements o f Mumbai in early 1990’s.

Some o f the Pardhis settled at pavements o f Reay Road, Dockyard Road, and Nallasopara. 

A very few families settled at Appapada along the fringes o f the forest. Most o f the Pardhis 

lead a kind o f nomadic life without any permanent shelters, on footpaths and under the 

bridges. Most o f the scattered Pardhis live in the pavements in small groups. They live in 

make shift shades. They look for water and light while making shift shades. They take up a 

means o f livelihood, either through selling katchra works or begging.
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INTRODUCTION

Arunachal Pradesh is geographically largest
state among the North East states. It is a part of
Eastern Himalayan range situated between
26°28’ to 29°31’ N longitude and 91°30’ E
longitude. This state has vast tribal diversity,
inhabited by 26 major tribes and 105 sub tribes.
Each tribe has its own socio-religo-cultural
practices (Sengupta, 1994; Solanki, 2002).
Monpa is one of tribes of Arunachal Pradesh
that inhabits at the higher altitudes varying from
10,000 to 15,000 ft. in Tawang and western part
of West Kameng District (Fig.1). The districts
share the border varying with Bhutan and Tibet,
the growing place of Buddhist culture and
traditions. Among the total population of
Arunachal Pradesh about 5% is Monpa tribe.
This tribe exhibits many similarities in
anthropometrics, blood grouping and in other
characters with other Arunachalee as well as with
many other tribes of mongoloid characters of
neighboring N.E. states (Goswami and Das,
1990). Monpas have also their own and unique
system of the practices. Culturally they are akin

to the people of eastern most Bhutan (Sengupta,
1994). The Budha, the Dharma (righteousness)
and the Sangha (order of monks), constitutes the
Buddhist Trinity. These are the three sacred
ideals of Buddhism (Choudhury and Duarah,
1999). Like the other tribal group of Arunachal
Pradesh, Monpas are traditionally dependent on
nature and natural products. Dam and Hajara
(1981) have discussed the use of various plant
resources in the lifestyle of the Monpa. They also
use different animals and their by products in
different ways for various purposes viz., food,
zoo therapy, magico-religious, decoration and in
other beliefs. Though the hunting is not common
practice in Monpas but cowboy and people of
very interior places still do.

Their unique faith and culture teach them
the principles of non-violence but they exhibit
the utilization pattern of animal resources as
tribes like Nishy (Solanki et al., 2001), Adi and
other tribes (Borang, 1996) in Arunachal
Pradesh. Present study was conducted for
understanding the faunal resources and their
utilization pattern by this tribe in their socio-
cultural and magico-religious practices.

MATERIALS AND
METHODS

The present work is
based on information
gathered through inter-
view with the “Gaon
burha”, village headman
and village elders
through questionnaire.
The villages selected for
informations were from
semi-urban and rural
localities where the local
beliefs and indigenous
practices are performed
and have knowledge of
identifying the wild life
and their traditional use
in their society.
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Fig. 1. Arunachal Pradesh
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ethno-zoological and Zoo therapeutic Uses of
Faunal Resources

Biological diversity is towards fast depletion
because of large scale hunting, therapeutic uses
and habitat alteration due to jhuming and
seasonal uncontrolled fire in the most of the N.E.
states (Harit, 2000, 2001, 2002). In entire
northeastern region in general and particularly
in the hilly states, the local trade of the wild
animals, zoo-theurapic uses, different cultural
as well as magico religious uses of animals is
commonly practiced (Borang and Thapaliyal,
1993; Borang, 1996; Harit, 2001, 2002; Solanki
et al., 2001; Solanki, 2002; Solanki et al., 2002;
Kumar and Solanki, 2003). The sale of meat, as
food supplement, of primates and deer species
at public markets is still not uncommon in
Arunachal Pradesh and in Indonesia too, (KSBK,
1998). Larger wild animals being utilized in
various ways and their mode of utilization are
described below.

1. Himalayan black bear (Selenarctos
thibetanus): It is one of the largest mammal,
which they traditionally use. Meat is used as
delicious food item; gall bladder is used as
medicine for malaria, typhoid, T.B and other
serious fevers. They believe that these diseases
are curable by such traditional folk medicine
system. Gall bladder is dried, powered and
immersed in water and extract of that is used
for therapeutic purpose.

2. Tiger (Panthera tigris tigris): Meat of tiger
is used as delicious food. Bones are dried, pow-
dered and applied as paste for curing rheumatic
and other body pain.

3. Leopard (Panthera paradus): Meat is used
as food as well as medicine for typhoid, malaria
and rheumatic pain.

4. Musk deer (Moschus moschiferus): It is
one of the important and rare animals of deer
group found in Tawang district. It has high
ethnological importance, meat is used as food
and musk is used for therapeutic purposes for
malaria and diarrhea. Musk gland is highly
priced item in national and international market.

5. Non-human primate species: Non-human
primate species too are utilized in different
therapeutic, socio cultural and magico religious
activities. These primate species are described
below –

i). Assamese macaque (Macaca assamensis) It
is one of the common primates of N.E. region
being used regularly by tribal people of
Arunachal Pradesh. Monpas believe that
monkey meat has good medicinal properties
and is used to treat the diseases like malaria
typhoid, T.B., small pox, etc.

ii) Capped langur (Trachypithecus pileatus): It
is one of the endangered primate species in
the N.E region. Monpas of Wes Kameng
district are utilizing meat as food and  as
medicine for malaria, typhoid dysentery and
small pox, etc.

iii) Rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta): Tribal
people of Arunachal Pradesh also use it as
food and therapeutic purposes. Adi people
occasionally use meat of rhesus monkey for
treating epidemic diseases like malaria,
typhoid, cholera and pox etc. (Borang, 1996).
They also have magico-religious faith under
which the palm or finger or skull is hung
above the main door to propitiate evil sprit,
(Borang, 1996). Monpas use the flesh for
trea-ting malaria, typhoid and small pox but
generally do not use this animal in magico
religious practices.

iv) Hoolock gibbon (Bunopithecus hoollock):
Meat is used as food and zoo therapeutic
purposes for treating the serious fever,
typhoid, malaria and pox. It is an endangered
ape found only in N.E. region of India.
6. Yak (Bos grunniens): It is not found

elsewhere in India except in Tawang in semi
domestic condition. It is the animal of high utility
for Monpas. Yak is sacrificed for food very often
on various occasions. Hair and skin are used for
making a variety of household items.

7. Birds: Monpas show no reservations for
consuming various kinds of birds as food. The
kind of bird they use depends upon its availability.
However the following birds have zoo-therapeutic
uses in addition to food.
i) Hawk-eagle (shahin falcon): It is large bird,

which is highly used by tribal people. Monpa
people use its meat as food, fats for thera-
peutic purposes to treat the diseases like
malaria, typhoid, dysentery and diarrhea.

ii) Jungle crow: This bird also has ethno zoo-
logical importance for tribal people of
Arunachal Pradesh. Like other tribes of
Arunachal Pradesh, Monpas also use its meat
as food and fat is used for treating the diseases
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like pox, malaria, typhoid, diarrhea and dyse-
ntery, etc.

Mode of Killing of Animals
Though the killing and hunting of different

wild animals is not common practice, but it is
going on in interior villages. Different types of
hunting tools and techniques are being used.

1. Mechanical trap: It is very common
practical method and made up of bamboo strips.
It is used for killing and capturing the bear, tiger,
leopard, primates and deer.

2. Gun: Gun is very common now-a-days and
effective method of killing wild animals of
different categories including birds. Econo-
mically sound and politically influential people
possess gun with valid license and lend to other
for hunting and killing the animals. Rounds are
issued for every six month without any asking
about account of previous stock.

3. Poisonous Arrow: They also use bow and
arrows to kill above mammals. Plant root extracts
deadly poisonous in nature, are applied at the
tip of the arrows for killing the animals. Other
tribal groups use extract of roots of Aconitum
ferox. The extract is applied on the tip of arrow
to kill the animals. This plant is locally called
as “chandu”.

Animal Products and Their Use in
Socio cultural Practices

The products of different animals are used
in different socio cultural activities of the tribe.
Different products of animals to make different
things are described below.
1. Hide shield. It is locally called “Khuk” and

traditionally used by Monpas as Armour of
defense made up of dry skin of bear or yak.

2. Coat: It is locally called “Pakcha”and made
from dry skin of samber and other wild
animals. They wear the coat to protect from
sever cold and climatic severity but not
during religious occasions.

3. Cap: It is locally called “Yama”, which is a
kind of head gear made from the tail hair of
yak. It is used commonly by aged person of
either sex during routine work

4. Hat: There are three types of hats, one is
locally called “Yangcha”and made-up of
monkey hair and skin. Female folk use it only
during cultural practices. It is round in shape,
central part is made up of woolen cloth
encircled by a stripe of fur of monkey. The

other type is locally called “over chamo”,
made up of skin of jungle cat. It is very
beautiful and aesthetic, used only by male
during their cultural rituals. The rest one is
also made up of fur of jungle cat. It is also
beautiful and aesthetic used by male during
special occasions but the shape is different.
It is also rounded but encircled by corrugated
strip of fur of cat skin

6. Dao: It is locally called “dang” made from
iron, which is decorated with skin and hair
of wild goat. Dao is used regularly as a tool
while in forest and weapon of war and peace.
Ethnographic work, socio-political and

economic formations about the northeast  have
been emphasized by various writers of colonial
period. The colonial disclosures about the various
tribals groups of this region were considered
unbiased and post colonial writers have
considered this information as the basis for
further additions in the existing knowledge.
Thakur (2001) has revealed the perception about
the tribals of Arunachal Pradesh with consi-
derable qualitative improvement, which initiated
a revolutionary change in the researches on the
socio-political, economic and other human
dimensions associated with socio-religious
activities. Thakur has mentioned the role of
Monpas in trade in pre-colonial and colonial
Arunachal Pradesh. They played an important
role of intermediaries in trade between Assam
and Tibet. While they used to go to Tibetan
trading market during the summers, they usually
visited Assam plains during winters. Produce
like chillies, vegetable, dyes, hand made paper,
and husked rice traded for Tibetan salt, wool and
churpi. Masks, animal hide, chillies, etc., were
also important trade items of Monpas to be
exchanged with Tibetan rock salt, wool, woolen
cloths and Tibetan dao resembling swords.
Within the Arunachal also Monpas exchange
butter, coats shoes, carpets, blankets, masks and
yak cap, salt and beetle nut with Sherdukpen
tribal group in exchange of cows, Assamese endi-
cloths, mithun and animal-skins as described by
Sharma (1961).

The trade fairs played very important role in
trading pattern between Assam and Tibet. Dutta
and Jha (1999) have highlighted the role of trade
fairs and process of decline of such fairs during
twentieth century’s British period. In 1809 the
fairs at Udalguri and Doimara in Assam clearly
established the facts that animals and animal
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products along with the forest based resources
were the main items that were to be exchanged
with finished products from European market
through Tibet. These fairs for trade began to
decline during later part of British period. In
1901 tea industry gradually expanded in
Doimara in Darrang district of Assam, salt was
imported from England, improvement of land
connectivity put-off the demand of donkeys and
horses and British colonial government entered
in to direct foreign trade with Tibet by making
some legal provisions viz; Anglo-Tibetan
convention, 1904 and Commercial Treaty with
Tibet, 1914. These trade fairs further discouraged
by enactment of Inner-line regulations by forest
regulators in Darrang frontiers (of Assam).
These provisions led Monpas of Twang and East
Kameng restrict their movements within sub
Montana forest.

Hill inhabitant Monpas and Sherdukpens
were reduced to the suppliers of cheap raw
material available in forest in exchange of
finished goods. These processes had significant
affect on regional pattern of economy of the
Monpas and their relationship with other
adjoining tribals. This regional pattern of reso-
urce utilization went on taking diversified shape
with the passage of time. Their use in folk
medicines (zootherapeutics), in observing
different religious and cultural practices, various
recepies etc., became common and routine
practices.
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ABSTRACT Arunachal Pradesh is, a tribal state, inhabited by
26 major tribes and 105 sub-tribes. Monpa is one of the major
tribe inhabiting mainly in Tawang and West Kameng Districts

of Arunachal Pradesh. Monpas has unique socio-cultural
entity and claim themselves Indo-Bhutan and Indo-Tibet in
origin. In-spite of their ritual concepts in Buddhist culture
use of animals as food and therapeutic use is not uncommon.
Present communi-cation deals with the diversity of use
pattern of wild fauna as food item, therapeutic and medicinal
purpose and in socio-cultural practices.
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Abstract 

Today globalization is constant and even irreversible. Globalization influences to changing cultural patterns too. In addition, 
there is happening a mutual penetration of various trends in art and their exchange. Globalization describes the acceleration of 
the integration of nations into the global system. It contributes to the expansion of cultural ties between the peoples and 
human migration. But there is a disadvantage too. Preferring a unified type of art, unfortunately, is sometimes forgotten their 
own culture. Young people no longer take an interest to own culture. In addition, less attention is paid to the development of 
the art of the country in its own unique way. Art also begins to serve the interests of the economic market. In connection with 
this, it becomes important to study the interaction processes of globalization and culture. 
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1. Introduction 

      The concept of globalization is in modern science the most popular term for the analysis of social processes. 
The term “globalization” in sociology refers to a broad range of events and trends: the development of world 
ideologies, intense struggle for the establishment of world order; spike in the number and influence of 
international organizations, the weakening of the sovereignty of nation states, the emergence and development of 
transnational corporations, the growth of international trade, intensive mass migration and the formation of multi-
cultural communities, the creation of planetary mass media and the expansion of Western culture in all regions of 
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the world, etc. The analysis of relevant theories of globalization trends shows that they have become a kind of 
synchronous social change in the early - mid XX century, and there was this transformation so that it can be 
characterized as a social and cultural shift (Arystanbekova, 2007). 
     The last decade of XX and beginning of XXI centuries, characterized by major events in international 
relations, which affected all the European and Eurasian region. The ends of the «cold war», the emergence of a 
unipolar world, the new world order of globalization and the development of standards for the United States and 
other Western countries have wrought profound changes in the political situation in Europe and the world in 
general. Globalization, as an integration event, as the main line and the trend of world development is an 
objective process. This groove at the global level information, financial, economic, trade and exchange, and this 
process of global economic, political and cultural integration and unification (Lebedeva, 2007). The main 
consequence of this is the international division of labor, the international movement of capital, human and 
industrial resources, standardization of legislation, economic and technological processes, as well as convergence 
and fusion of cultures of different countries. This is an objective process that is systemic, that is, covering all 
aspects of society. As a result of globalization, the world is becoming more connected and more dependent on all 
his subjects. Is the increase in the number of common groups of problems, and expanding the number and types 
of integrating subjects? 
      Background study is determined by several factors, among which, first of all, you need to call that 
globalization is today a determining factor in the world's economic, political and cultural development. It covers 
the most important processes of social and economic development in the world, helping to accelerate economic 
growth and modernization, cultural exchange. At the same time, globalization creates new contradictions and 
problems in the world economy. Today, all countries of the world are covered in varying degrees of 
globalization. One of the areas in which activity showed the impact of globalization is culture. 
 

1. Globalization and culture: its interaction 
Currently, globalization contributes to the exchange of cultural values. In the scientific explanation was 

added the term “globalization of culture”. 
  Globalization of culture - is accelerating the integration of the nations in the world system with the 

development of modern means of transport and economic relations, and the formation of transnational 
corporations and the global market, thanks to the people of the media. The term “globalization of culture” 
appeared in the late 80's.of XX century in connection with the problem of convergence of nations and the 
expansion of cultural relations of the peoples. It has positive and negative aspects. On the one hand, it allows 
people to communicate more with each other and learn about each other. Expansion of cultural contacts in the 
modern world, communication and knowledge to bridge gaps between nations. Globalization describes the 
acceleration of the integration of nations into the global system with the development of modern means of 
transport and economic links, thanks to the people of the media. It contributes to the expansion of cultural ties 
between the peoples and human migration. However, it is continuing the dangerous loss of cultural identity. The 
younger generation learns from each other's fashion, habits, preferences, habits, causing them to become like, a 
frequently simply faceless. Potential loss of cultural identity lies in the growing threat of assimilation - absorption 
of low culture of the larger, dissolution culturally minority in the culture of a great nation, heedless of the 
paternal culture in mass emigration to another country and getting their citizenship. Preservation of cultural 
identity in contemporary society was measured as the highest achievement of civilization. Previously, it did not 
pay attention, so absorbed by another, one nation, dissolving a culture without the rest of the conquered people. 
So it was at the time of European colonization of Latin America and Africa. 

The expression “social policy” and “cultural policy” for most people in the civilized countries have become 
accustomed. Why is civilized? Because targeted based on the concept of a balanced management of the social 
and cultural spheres of society are the hallmarks of a civilized nation. They are familiar, at least since the mid of 
XX century. So began the planning, in depth approach to the conservation of cultural gene pool of humanity and 
each individual country in the UN. In this case, loss of cultural identity and cultural dissolution can be full and 
partial. Open borders for cultural influence and the growing cultural communication can lead, on the one hand, to 
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share successful experiences, enriching our own culture, raising it to a higher stage of development, on the other - 
to its cultural exhaustion due to the unification and standardization, sharing the same cultural patterns around the 
world. Globalization of culture should be distinguished from cultural imperialism, which is the hegemony of 
developed countries in various spheres of public life and the forced spread of Western values. 

      For example, one of the positive examples is the interaction of artists. Globalization makes it possible to 
talk to artists from different regions and present their work at the world stage. 

      Explained his understanding of this disturbing phenomenon of contemporary Pakistani artist Quddus 
Mirza at the opening of “Final Destination - Asia: not strict compliance”. Thanks to her, both in the literal and 
figurative sense, we all came here to find a language and make friends with each other, so different and so much 
in common with Muslims and Hindus”, - he stressed. In an article published in the English-language newspaper 
Jand, Quddus shares his impressions of the exhibition in Almaty: “Artists of India and Pakistan, as old lovers 
meet in the nooks around the world”. But the thing that united not only by contemporary artists, but all cultural 
educated people - is knowledge, human values and the desire to make the world better. 

       The project was designed to introduce the first Kazakhstani audience with contemporary Indian and 
Pakistani art, and then the Indians with Kazakhstani artists. The exhibition was initiated by the fact that on the 
modern art of its neighbors, we often know less than the more distant European artists. Organizer - Contemporary 
Art Center decided to fill this gap. Despite the proximity, we are far from each other (Palmer, Globalizacya i 
iskusstvo) 

   It is believed that the globalization of art began as a result of increased interest in the art of ethnic 
minorities in the U.S. and Western Europe (Lucie-Smith, Movements in Art since 1945, 2000). It was natural that 
those critics and curators who promoted African American art, interested in art and protest contemporary Africa. 
They're starting art one of the most effective means of attracting public attention to the problems of African-
Americans, and began to help Aboriginal people of Australia in their quest to express themselves in the world by 
joining a national style and critical social issues. But at the same time formed a striking mixture of languages 
allowed to criticize the westernization of the traditional way of life. 

    Describing the process of globalization, Anthony Gidens introduced the concept of an expert system. 
Modern art - it is also a kind of “expert system”. In the world there is a wide variety of visual techniques, styles 
and manners - all included in the scope is very broad notion of artistic creativity. But what does the art of today? 
In 1964, historian and theorist of art from the United States Arthur Danto in his article “The World of Art” (The 
World of Art) introduced the widest possible definition of art, which is still relevant in the era of globalization. 
As defined by Danto, art is anything that is recognized as such by the wider community of experts engaged in 
activities in the area and speaks the same professional language. Danto this community gave the name "art 
world” (Amerikanskaya philosofya iskusstva, 1997). 

In the 1970s, another theorist of art, the Italian Achille Bonito Oliva, critically interpreting the practical 
functioning of the “art world”, coined the term art system. The basis of the concept proposed by Oliva is not the 
phenomenon of artistry, and a complex of cultural, political and economic relations in the field of contemporary 
art. Art system - a system of institutions that ensure the dissemination of art dedicated to the conservation of 
artistic heritage, support for artistic initiatives, fundraising and the distribution of funding, etc. In the Western 
European world, it is a kind of powerful industry that allows for the art gives him a place in social hierarchy and 
political significance. It has only a partial autonomy, as it depends on state subsidies, financing of large 
corporations and always follows the vector of development of the political situation. 

Art system is not homogeneous; it is a multi-level unit with units having different degrees of freedom, such 
as: market, international cultural policy initiatives, multi-museum of contemporary art, many public and private 
organizations. To prove their worth, and should reflect the nature of the world civilization processes and match 
their intensity, particularly in economic development. Art-redundant system is not hierarchical structure, there is 
no discipline and power, this is a self-regulating network are in line with the socio-political conditions. 

It is believed that the art of change of globalization began in 1989 after the show “Wizards of land” 
(Magiciens de la terre) at the Centre Pompidou, curate by Jean-Hubert Martin (Jean-Hubert Martin), director of 
the Paris Museum of Art Africa and Oceania. While African art, and before it was known in Europe, but after the 
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“Magicians of the earth” talk about Africa as one more potential international art scene, and now the show 
without her representatives were considered not very politically correct. 

In the 1990s, artists from Africa, the Far East and Latin America are to be equal participants in such major 
international exhibitions of contemporary art as a document, the Venice Biennale, Manifesta. In some of them the 
principle of participation by regional artists adopted a policy nature. Thus, the main exhibition the Venice 
Biennale in 1997, organized by its director, Harold Zeman, in the majority of the artists was from China. In 1999, 
the document of its curator Catherine David presented as a global contemporary art, specially invited artists, 
mostly from Africa, the Arab world and the Far East. On the document of 2003, which was the curator who lives 
in New York, an expert on African contemporary art Okve Envezor (Okwui Enwezor), were presented to African 
artists such as Pascal Martin Tayuya probably, George Adeagbo, Bodys Izek Kingelez and a group Ui Facet  
(Bokhorov, Sovremenoye iskusstvo i globalizasya) 

    However, given the negative aspects of globalization, the state does not remain on the sidelines. Held 
cultural policy in these countries. Cultural policy is a system of interventions, funded, regulated and largely 
implemented by the state (as well as individuals), aimed at the preservation, development and enhancement of the 
cultural heritage of the nation. In the field of cultural policy often raises the following questions: how to preserve 
the cultural heritage of the nation and is available to all ethnic and social groups? Are all languages used are of 
equal status and whether in the country's cultural and linguistic discrimination? Is the official state language is 
the language of their ancestors, or a legacy of colonial rule? The extent to which minority languages are 
supported by the state, and to which they are caring families and communities? The extent to which these 
languages are used for the preservation of the cultural and social differences in society, the expansion and 
contraction of the antagonism of language groups? Cultural policy in many countries today is reoriented from the 
model of assimilation, in which minorities abandon their cultural traditions and values, replacing them with the 
traditions upheld by the majority, the multicultural-temperature model, where the individual is socialized to the 
dominant and ethnic cultures. In the U.S., millions of people speak English and their ethnic languages, say 
national and ethnic festivals, and study the history of the country and the nation. Global international migration 
stimulated restructuring the economy of underdeveloped countries: under the influence of mechanization and 
industrialization, which penetrated from developed countries, the agricultural sector is shrinking and millions of 
rural people to migrate to cities in search of work. They are attracted urban lifestyle. At the same time the middle 
class citizens, focused on Western standards of living tend to look for more qualified and prestigious job is not at 
home, but, say, in the U.S. or Western Europe  (Kravchenko А., 2001). 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
Thus, in spite of serious problems, globalization has given the development of modern art a positive trend, 

has allowed the local artistic scene enter into the international context, encouraged the funding of various 
initiatives in the field of contemporary art, and also contributed to the development of the market and the mass 
interest in the field of creativity and critical reflection. Globalization of culture contributes to the exchange of 
cultural values of different countries, the convergence of traditions. For cultural globalization characterized 
convergence of business and consumer culture between the different countries of the world and the growth of 
international communication. On the one hand, this leads to the promotion of individual national cultures around 
the world. On the other hand, the popular international cultural phenomena may displace national or turn them 
into international. Many regard this as a loss of national cultural values and fight for the revival of the national 
culture. 
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The History of Banjara Tribal People 

Introduction  

 In the first chapter the researcher has brought out the general-local geographical, 
social, cultural, and socio-economic background of Bagepalli Taluk and how Banjara 
people were placed in this area. This chapter has focused on the descriptive history of 
Banjara, their culture, religious practices, social-cultural and political Thanda governance, 
their geographical spread and . Banjara history which traces back to ancient times to pre-
Indus river civilization was buried and not known to the world as no written documents 
written. Their history was unearthed by using fables and fictions, stories, songs, memories, 
census reports, and ethnographic writings, travelogues, interviews, questionnaire and other 
local sources are used to construct their history. Therefore in this chapter by using various 
available accounts the researcher has dealt with the historicity of Banjara and thereby 
providing a way to the future investigation. 

1.1. Origin and Background  

The Indus river civilization was the world’s oldest one and many nomadic tribes 
have once lived here. The Banjara tribe comes under the family of Indo-Aryan race 
speaking a language similar to that of Sanskrit and Hindi. The origin and background of 
Banjara was not well known not preserved due to their nomadic nature and illiteracy.1 
There are differences of opinions among the historians of their original birth place, their 
settlements within and outside India.  Syed Siraj Ul Hasan gives the account of the origin of 
Banjara, probably a story passed on: 

The Banjara claim to be descended from Mota and Mola, the two brothers who 
tended Sri Krishna’s cows. From Mota sprang the ancestors of the modern 
Marwaris, Mathura Banjaras and Labhanas. Mola having no issue, once visited a 
prince’s court with his wife Radha, and there exhibited gymnastic feats, in which 
he was an adept. The Prince was so pleased with Mola’s skill and so charmed with 
Radha’s beauty and grace, that he gave them, as reward, three infant boys of 

1 In the modern times a few Banjaras in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and Maharashtra have become well 
educated and  working as teachers, doctors, Police, administrators, MLAs, CMs and other services both in 
government and private sectors. Prithviraj Chuhan, CM of Maharashtra, B.T. Lalitha Naik poet from 
Karnataka, BalaramNaik MLA in Andhra Pradesh, Tanaji Rathod, Managing Director, and Karnataka are few 
to name. Mothiraj Rathod, an authority on Banjara history, Professor Gaurishankar who has done an extensive 
study on Banjara people has presented Banjara as tribal people. See. Mothiraj Rathod, “Ancient History of 
Gor Banjaras”, http://www.banjaratimes.com/18022/55822.html (21.8.2012).(hereafter Mothiraj, “History of 
Gor Banjaras”) 
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different castes…. Their progeny have been collectively known as Charan 
Banjaras.2 

The Banjara tribe was divided into five clans viz., 1)Mathura, (2)Labhani, 
(3)Charan, (4) Dhadia; a fifth class Dhalias or Banjari Mongs were added to each clan as 
musicians, although their touch was considered as impure by other clans.3 Cumberlege 
points out that the Matura Banjara, who trace to Mathura in upper India are called 
Hindustani Brahmans who wore sacred thread and do not eat meat but learn Vedas like any 
other upper caste.4  

Among all others clans, the Charan Banjara formed a majority in south (Nizam 
territory and Bombay provinces) and they were divided into five exogamous clans - (1) 
Rathod, (2) Panwar, (3) Chavan, (4) Vaditya, and (5) Tori.5 From head of the each clan the 
lineage flows down. Rathod had seven sons,6 Panwar had twelve sons,7 Chauvan had six 
sons,8 Vaditya had thirteen sons,9 and Tori (Tamburis) had six sons.10 The Charans and 
their descendents were most notorious for highway robbery and dacoiti and also had 
involved in agriculture and cattle breeding. The Banjara who were uprooted from their 
trade by British government were forced to such crimes which invited the wrath of British. 
Tanaji Rathod mentions that “to curb the criminal activities, the Criminal Tribes Act of 
1871 was promulgated under which Banjara community was notified as criminal tribes 
under the act.”11 

In Deccan, of the five original Charan Banjara clans, Rathods and Vaditiyas are 
chiefly found, especially in Nizm’s Dominions, Marathwada districts and Karnataka. In AD 
1630 Asaf Jah, who campaigned against Bijapur, brought these Banjaras to south under the 

2 Syed Siraj ul Hassan, Castes and Tribes of the Nizam’s Dominions, Vol. 1 (Gurgoan, Vintage Books, 1990), 
17.(hereafter Hassan, Castes and Tribes in the Nizam, Vol. 1) 
3 Subhadra Channa, Encyclopedia of Indian Tribes and Castes, Vol. 2, Bangali- Bhavini (New Delhi: Cosmos 
Publications, 2004), 353.(hereafter Subhadra, Encyclopedea ) 
4 Russell and Hiralal, eds., Tribes and Castes…, Vol. I, 171. 
5 Hassan, Castes and Tribes in the Nizam…., Vol.1, 18. 
6 Bhukiya, Aloth, Jatoth, Dharmasoth, Banoth, Mukhale, Mohan and from Bhukiya derived Dungavat, 
Khimavat, Ramavat, Dhegavat, Khetavat, Kharamtot and Nenavat, the descendents of these have the Rathod 
gotra. See. Iyer, Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, 153. 
7 Jharbala, Amgoth, Lolasawath, Vinjarawath, Tarbani, Khotbani, Goramu, Bani, Ayoth, Lodhi, Moyangani, 
Chaboloth. The descendents trace to Panwar gotra. See, Syed Siraj ul Hassan, Castes and Tribes…, 19. 
8 Ibid. Kora, Sabhavat, Moodh, Kheloot, Paltya, and Lavadya. The descendents of these  trace to Chauhan 
gotra.  
9 Badavat, Boda, Ghogalot, Dharavat, Ajamera, Tera, Meravat, Malot, Lakavat, Lunavat, Barot, Hala and 
Kunasi. They trace to Vaditya as their gotra. See.. Iyer, Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, 154.  
10 Ratnavat, Bhat, Seravat, Dhavat, Bajiput, and Rudhavat. The trace their origin to Tori gotra  
11Tanaji Rathod, “Banjaras, the Forgotten Children Of India: History unearthed” in 
http://banjarathanda.com/images/wp-banjara-forgotten-childern-of-india-to-ktdc.pdf (31.8.2012).(hereafter 
Rathod, Banjaras, the forgotten children) 
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leadership of Bhangi and Jangi to supply food grains to his army.12 British army used them 
for supply of food and be the guide in the forests on their war against south India.  

1.1.1. Etymology of the Word Banjara  

Syed Siraj mentioned that the name “Banjara” is derived from the Persian word 
“Berinji Arind” meaning ‘dealer in rice’; and also the Sanskrit words “Banij,” “Baniya” and 
“Banajiga” all refered to ‘a merchant’; they are also called by other names, such as 
“Lamani” which means in Sanskrit Lavana-salt; Labhans are the salt carriers, hence they 
were known as Lambada, Lambadi, Lambani or Banjara.13 K.S.Singh mentioned that ‘the 
Lambadis are also called Banjara, Brinjari or Banjari, Boipari, Sugali’14  and they are well 
known tribe of carriers of salt and food grains on the packed bullock caravans.  

The Banjara men and women are addressed as Ghor Mati and Ghor Dasi 
respectively, and they address to non-Banjara as Khor Mati.15 The names ‘Go-r’ was given 
for they were tending and rearing oxen/cows and were known as “Gor Banjara.”  In 
Karnataka Banjara are well known as Lambani/Lambadi.  

They are also known as ‘Gypsy” for these migrants came from the East, may be 
from Turkey, Nubia or Egypt or any other eastern places, hence were called “Egyptians” or 
“Gyptians” from this came the name “Gypsy.” There was yet another etymology originated 
in Persia that when the locals asked the migrants from where they have come from? They 
replied “Punjab-say -- from Punjab, later heard as Jab say, Gypsy. The locals took Gypsy to 
mean from Egypt, a known country to them.16 All analysis by historians, anthropologists 
and social scientist link the Roma Gypsies with Indian origin.  

1.1.2. Historical Development  

Motiraj Rathod in his book “Ancient History of Gor Banjara” writes that Gor 
(Banjara) were one of the ancient community, dating back to 5-6 thousand years BCE and 
there are references about Banjara in Greek Civilization leading up to Harappa and 
Mahenjodaro civilization and it is probable that Gor must have been the possible 
originators of Indus valley civilization to which documents are available.17 Tanaji G. 

12 Hassan, Castes and Tribes…, 20. 
13Ibid., 16.  
14 K. S. Singh, People of India-National Series Volume II: The Scheduled Castes, Revised Edition (Delhi: 
Oxford University Press, 1999), 123-124. Banjara also known by various names  and few of them are as 
sugali, laban, wanjara, ghor, Lamani, Lambadi, Lambani, adavi sugali, banjari, gypsy, kora, gormati, tanda, 
naik, (hereafter Singh, People of India,  Vol. II) 
15 Iyer, The Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, 135. 
16Rathod, “Banjaras,” (22.11. 2012). 
17Mothiraj “Ancient History of Gor Banjaras,”. Further Mothiraj says the Gor Vamshiya world body is known 
as “Roma Gypsies” and there is almost 90% similarity in regard to their language, costumes, lifestyles and 
food habits. In an informal talk on July 11, 2012, Kirstin Neumann, a German Religion and Philosophy 
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Rathod opines that Banjara had engaged in trade since the pre-Indus times, but by the 
invasion of new races such as the Aryans, the Persians, the Kushans and the Huns, their 
history might have been buried during Indus valley period and there are numerous 
references and proofs found in Vedic period about Banjara settlements in and around Indus 
Valley.18 According to Sir H. Elliot, the original Banjara is said to have its origin in the 
sub-mountain tract from Ghorakpur to Haridwar, the North West provinces that use to 
come annually to the Eastern states with letters to buy grains for sale. He further asserts that 
in Dasakumaracharita there is a mention about Banjara but this view was dismissed by 
Conwell saying that the name did not occur in the original text of Dasacharita.19 Iyer 
mentioned that the majority scholars agree to assign the origin of Banjara to North India, 
probably Marwar as their original home and they claim to be Kshatriyas and to be 
descended from Rajput ancestors.20 Abbe Dubois says that Lambadis (Banjara) have more 
similarity with Maharattas than any other nation and from this these might have 
descended.21 

According to Crooke’s Berar22 Census Report (1881), the first census to hold in 
India, says that Banjaras are supposed to be the people mentioned by Arian in the fourth 
century BCE. Leading a wandering life, dwelling in tents and letting out their beast for hire 
to carry burdens; but nothing was mentioned about the name Banjara and for the first time 
the mention of Banjara was found in Muhammadan history when Sikhdhar attacked on 
Dholpur in AD 1504.23 General Briggs writes in 1813 about Banjaras that the first mention 
of Banjaras of Deccan on historical record is to be found in the work written by Mohamed 
Kasim Ferista’s “A History of the Rise and Progress of the Mohamedan Faith in the 
Country of Hind”, at Bijapur court in about AD 1417, when Khan Khanan, brother of 
Feroje Shah Bhamni seized the packed bullock of Banjaras, the grain merchants.24 Tanaji G 
Rathod, on the basis of their most primitive life in the State of Andhra Pradesh was initially 
thought to be Dravidian origin, but originally they all trace to Rajput tribe of North India,25 
and Pundit Gourishankar concludes that Banjara claim to be Kshatriyas.26 Historically 
Banjara were the only tribe in India who carried out the business on packed bullocks which 
no other people practiced.  

professor at TTS, Madurai, also testified that the gypsies who are known as Roma Gypsy living in parts of 
Germany resembled with Hindustani (Banjara) language, food, social life, living system, customs and culture. 
18 Tanajai G Rathod, “Socio-Economic Issues of Banjara Community: Redefined Strategy for Development”, 
http://www.banjaratimes.com/303901/342301.html (21.8. 2012).(Rathod, Socio-Economic Issues of Banjara) 
19 Subhadra ed., Encyclopedia…,, 342. 
20Iyer, Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, 136. 
21Dubois, Character, Manners, and Customs…, 338. 
22 Berar is the present Nagpur region which was the junction of Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and 
Madhya Pradesh. See Appendix II, No.1. 
23Russell and Hira Lal, Tribes and Castes, Vol.I, 163. 
24 Iyer, The Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol.II, 138. 
25Rathod, “Banjaras, The Forgotten Children” (31.8.2012). 
26Mothiraj, “History of Gor Banjaras,” (21.8.2012). 
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1.2. Geographical Spread of Banjara  

The North India or the Indus valley experienced a sequel of invasions by the various 
rulers. The Aryans, priestly groups regarded the Aryan life more precious than non-Aryan 
lives. So they did not engage in battle against the enemies, instead troops were assembled 
from non-Aryans and made the honorary members of Kshatriyas, a warrior caste. From 
among non-Aryans some were Lohars and Gujjars, some were Thandas (Banjara), some 
Rajput and some Sidhis (Sindhis/Sinti). This composite army took along the Banjaras to 
fight, provide food and some as captives. Subsequent invasions and captivities by the 
invasions the Banjara have scattered around the world. Having their origin in Rajputana in 
Northwest or North India, in due course of time have migrated to Middle East, North 
Africa, Europe, Russia,27 and Spain and other parts of the world. After the process of 
colonization and end of wars Banjara forgot their home in North India and settled down 
where ever they went. 

 The early history and the spread of Banjara to various countries remained a 
speculative. It was believed that they left their home land, the northern India, beginning as 
early as in the 5th century AD. However the most migrations began in the 11th century 
during the Mughal invasions on North India or North West India.  They were taken as 
captives, musicians, horse breeders, labor force and food suppliers. They crossed across 
Iran into Asia Minor and into Byzantine Europe in the 14th century through the Greece. 
After a halt of about 100 years in Greece in the early 16th century they had reached Russia, 
Scandinavia, the British Isles and Spain.28 Through Balkans the Banjara entered into 
Europe, mainly concentrated in Romania and Hungary.29. 

The Roma Gypsy and Indian Banjara (Gypsy) have almost 90% of similarities with 
regard to the language, costumes, lifestyle, and food habits, settlements between Roma 
Gypsy and Indian Banjara (Gypsy). a team of Genetic scientist have studied the genomes of 
13 different Romani groups in Europe and have confirmed their North-West Indian 
origin.30  

Within India there were large migrations within India and majority spread to 
southern States, viz., Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Maharashtra. According to “Bhatkya 

27 Robbi Francovich, ed., The Banjara Gypsies of India: 30 Day Prayer Guide (Hyderabad: the Editor, 2002), 
4. 
28Rathod, “Banjaras, The Forgotten Children,”(31.8.2012). 
29 See Appendix II, No. 2 for the route of Banjara migrations. The Gor Banjara tribe is found in about sixty 
countries and their world body is known as Roma Gypsy. The Indian Banjara (Gypsy) and Roma Gypsy trace 
their origin to same dependence or ancestry.   
30 The New Indian Express, Madurai, 11 December 2012. P.8. Also see The Hindu, Madurai, 10 December, 
2012, P. 12. 
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Vimukta va Tyanche Prashna” an independent agency, the total Banjara population of India 
stands above 6 Crore,31 scattered in various states of India.32  

1.3. Social Life of Banjara Community 

The unique community life, language, religious customs, festivals, and ceremonies 
marked the socio-cultural life of Banjaras. Predominantly Banjara maintained a unique and 
separate tribal identity.33 They claimed to have descended from Rajput ancestry from 
Rajasthan region. Though they have all tribal characteristics after classification of these 
DNTs they were included under various caste categories and in Karnataka they came under 
SC category. This uprooted their tribal identity and displaced them from their forest rights.  

Banjaras, unlike any other people have a unique tradition of socio-cultural life, 
Thanda settlement, dress, language, festivals, gods, customs and manners as independent of 
public life. Dubois rightly pointed out that, “The Lambadis form a caste entirely distinct 
from the rest of Hindus being wholly different from them in religion, language, manners, 
and customs.”34 Mothiraj writes that Gorvamshiya(Banjara) had a unique culture, 
independent public life, unique tradition of livelihood, and much evident in their lifestyle, 
food habits, festivals, rituals, worship, likes and dislikes, dances, songs, languages, clothing 
and Thanda life.35 Nagarjuna Sagar in Nalgonda district of Andhra Pradesh is said to be the 
origin of Banjara dance and other cultural practices.  

Banjara does not follow the caste system, rather have a clan system. However they 
follow Hinduism in their practice of religious and social life. During Deepavali and Holi 
Banjaras sacrifice goats to deities and go from house to house, dancing and receiving alms. 
The social and cultural life of Banjara distinguished them from other people.36 

31 The Banjara population in various states with reservation categories are: Karnataka SC 95 Lacs, 
Andhra Pradesh ST 85 Lacs, Maharashtra VJ-A 80 Lacs, Uttar Pradesh OBC 65 Lacs, Madhya 
Pradesh OBC 55 Lacs, Rajasthan (now SBC) 45 Lacs, Gujarat OBC 50 Lacs, Delhi SC 30 Lacs, 
Tamilnadu VJ 30 Lacs, West Bengal OBC 20 Lacs, Himachal Pradesh SC 25 Lacs, Bihar ST 29 Lacs, 
Orissa ST 20 Lacs, Kerala OPEN 10 Lacs, Haryana OBC 10 Lacs, Punjab OBC 20 Lacs, Jammu & 
Kashmir OBC 8 Lacs and Arunachal Pradesh OPEN 7 Lacs. Shankarrao Kharat, Bhukya vimukta va 
Tyanche Prashna, Banjara Clender-2007, http:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_States_and 
territories_of_India_by_ Population (27.8. 2012). See Appendix II, No. 3. 
32 Singh, People of India..., Vol. II, 127-128. 
33The East Asian Consultation held in Philippines, defined a tribal community as forming a “group of people 
generally constituting a homogeneous unit, speaking a common language, claiming a common ancestry, 
living in a particular geographical area, generally lacking in scientific knowledge and modern technology and 
living a social structure based on kinship.” They also maintain a tradition and inter-functional community. 
Tribals want to be self-sufficient in their cultural life and stay outside the main stream national life. See, 
Stephen Fuchs, The Aboriginal Tribes of India…,24-25. 
34Dubois, Character, Manners, and Customs…, 339. 
35Mothiraj, “History of Gor Banjaras,” (21.8. 2012). 
36 Ibid. 
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1.3.1. Banjara Settlement/Thanda 

 The settlement of Banjara in camps outside the non-Banjara habitations was called 
Thanda/encampment. It was their exclusive characteristic to live in “Thanda” which they 
acquired from the days of their nomadic life.  In the modern times though have settled still 
continued to live in Thandas. The traditional house of Banjara looked very different from 
other non-Banjara house which is naturally built and easily dissolvable. As they have been 
assimilated into the main stream society government is providing permanent houses.37The 
social life settings of Banjara was still experienced and visible in present day. Some 
peculiarities of Banjara settlements are given here. 

1.3.2. Community Life 

 Banjara people live in “Thanda” keeping a distance from non-Banjara people. The 
community was held above the individual interests and “Naik”(head of the community)  led 
the community both in matters of socio-political and religious life. The kinship and clan or 
sub-clan relationship enhanced the strong sense of communitarian life.38   

1.3.3. Banjara and Non-Banjara  

The Banjara settlement was a sign that they did not mixed with others. Banjara lived 
outside the villages in camps keeping the distance from other non-Banjara people. This 
helped them to preserve their unique socio-cultural life, language, dress, the songs and 
religious life. However the introduction of modernism and rise of poverty among Banjaras 
forced them to mingle with others.39 

1.3.4.   Thanda Jury Board-Nasab  

 The political organization of Banjara tribe was headed by the Naik/chief for the 
disciplinary and juridical matters of the community. Naik is the head of the both spiritual 
and secular matters of the Thanda and governs his people standing in front. Each Nangar or 
Thanda was under a headman or Naik and this post could be mostly hereditary but 
sometimes people chose able person. The Thanda council is called Nasab or Thanda 
judiciary, dealt with matters related to adultery, rape, elopement, and family settlement. It 
also has got the power to impose fine and punishment to the offenders.  

37  The house was built in a round shape with a tiny single entrance made with bamboos, without windows, 
made up of mud walls and thatched roof. This is also called Jhumpada. Some houses are in square shape, with 
single entrance and a small ventilator, build with mud and stone walls and thatched roof. It is used for 
cooking, sleeping and to accommodate guests, and store house, keeping household things. Hygiene is rarely 
given notice as their cattle also share the sleeping passage in the house.     
38 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 7. 
39 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 8. 
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Thanda Jury Board is headed by Naik, and Karbhari who gives valuable suggestion 
to Naik for wellbeing of the Thanda.40 Normally there was no practice of going out to 
register cases in Police station or trial in courts; all cases are dealt within the Thanda 
judiciary which saves time, money, and reputation. 

1.3.5. Social Practices 

1.3.5.1. Marriage 

 Banjara tribe was divided into four clans, namely, Rathod, Pamhar, Chauhan and 
Vaditya with a number of sub-clans within them. Each of this clan was exogamous and 
cannot marry within the same sub clan as they are considered as brother and sister. A man 
can marry his sister’s daughter, mother’s brother daughter. Banjara man cannot marry 
maternal uncle’s or anti’s daughter, such is considered as incest.  In Banjara tribe usually as 
soon as the girl reaches puberty she was given in marriage. For girls the age will be 14-16 
years and for boys the marriage age was17-20 years. A non-Banjara girl will be taken in 
marriage but a Banjara girl will not be given to a non-Banjara boy. Normally the marriage 
continued for three to seven days, but due to increasing expenses it was reduced to three 
days. Apart from marriages held with general consensus other types of marriages were also 
present. 

1.3.5.2. Types of Marriage 

1.3.5.2.1. Marriage by Service 

 If the girl’s father did not had a male heir or son being incapable of managing the 
family the betrothed groom would go to father-in law house and serve. In return the boy 
will be given the girl in marriage and a portion of the property from the father in-law. 
Thereafter the boy no longer attached himself to his father’s house or property.  

1.3.5.2.2. Marriage by Exchange 

 In this marriage both the parties will give and take the bride. In this type of 
marriage normally dowry is not given, rather brides are exchanged. This is a good practice 
since it reduces the burden of dowry and over expenditure in marriage. 

1.3.5.2.3. Marriage by Elopement 

The boy and girl who fell in love and whose parents could not agree in marriage 
usually eloped. After certain period is lapsed they will be brought before the Nasab and 
Dand (fine) is paid to the girl’s father. They will be allowed to live as husband-wife in the 
Thanda. 

40 Iyer, Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol. II., 174. 
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1.3.5.2.4. Widow Remarriage 

In Banjara society a widow is allowed to marry either the younger brother of the 
deceased or any suitable person in the same clan. If no suitable person is available she can 
marry from other clan, but within the Banjara community. But this kind of marriage is done 
in a temple 

 

 

1.3.5.2.5. Marriage Symbols 

 The Banjara marriage was performed by the community priest or the Naik. 
However due the influence of Hinduism the Hindu Brahman priest performed the marriage 
in front of the bride’s house. The marriage symbols are upper arm rings (Chuder Baliya), 
Pendants (Ghogri), and Thali.41 

1.3.5.3. Polygamy 

Polygamy was allowed but monogamy is a norm but on certain grounds such as 
childlessness, sick wife, only girl children were born, and any widow of a near relative left 
without care, then the man was allowed to marry for the second or third time keeping all 
wives with him. In the recent times this system has diminished among Banjara due to non-
availability of women and also risen awareness on health problems.42 In recent times the 
awareness on social and health problem, and decline in girl child ratio has caused decline in 
its practice.43  

1.3.5.4. Use of Intoxicants 

  Liquor, Bhang, hookah, beedi, tobacco, and chewing beetle nut/leaf, have been part 
and parcel of Banjara life. Without liquor no Banjara programs were held.44 Banjara 
women and men brewed the alcohol at their homes and in nearby hills. Because of the use 

41 Due to the influence of modernism and frequent interaction with non-Banjara there are changes in Banjara 
marriage. In many places most of the traditional dress, traditional ornaments, Banjara drum, musical 
instruments, procession on bullock or horse, time and span of marriage have disappeared.  
42 Today many Banjara men and women have educated children and they know about the HIV/AIDS which 
transmits through sex with multiple men/women. Urban migration, self-help groups, some government 
schemes all have contributed in discouraging polygamy. Churches also discourage polygamy in the church.  
43 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 9. 
44 During good and bad times, regular routine life, festivals, rituals, conflict settlements, and any occasions 
alcohol, beedi, bhang, beetle leaf and nuts were integral part of the people. See Appendix IV, Diagram 10. 
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of intoxicants poverty, debts, health problems, bonded labor and illiteracy prevailed among 
them.45  

1.3.5.5. Sorcery, Magic/Charms  

  Before venturing into any works Banjara people invoked their ancestors for fruitful 
result in their journey, robbery, work or family and for fortune. They had also used magic, 
charms, and sorcery for both good and bad purposes. Especially for healing the Banjara 
witch doctor was highly consulted.46 

1.3.6. Place of Women  

Banjara women were not strictly subordinated to men and at the same time not fully 
free. Women were allowed to divorce, remarry, and also if unjustly deserted she will be 
given half the portion of husbands property. Women also involved in agriculture, animal 
husbandry, collection of firewood, cattle breeding, and they contribute to the income of the 
family by making liquor. The women can participate in social, religious and political 
activities but only men have the voice and perform the ritual ceremonies. 

 The Thanda nasab was male hierarchical and women were not allowed to head the 
Thanda. The property and succession in the family devolves upon the eldest son. In the 
modern times due to the influence of outside society, modern education and contact with 
outside world the role and place of women was changing and women have been given a 
good place.47 

1.4. Banjara Cultural life and Practices  

 Banjara people have a unique cultural life and practices that differentiate them from 
others. The language, food, dress and ornaments, art and dance, body tattooing and 
ceremonies formed the cultural world of Banjara people.  The influx of modern life style 
and growing contact with non-Banjara world had affected the Banjara cultural life.48  

1.4.1. Language 

 The language of Banjara is known as “Gor boli” “Gor mati Boli or “Brinjari,” an 
independent dialect. The dialect spoken by Banjara/Roma Gypsy falls in the category of 
Indo-Aryan language. Robert Caldwell writes that “the Lambadis, the gypsies of peninsula, 

45 In the long ministerial experiences of the present researcher among Banjara in Bagepalli and neighboring 
places majority converts came seeking relief from alcohol and other bad habits. Chinna Jamla Nayaka was 
baptized before any conversion experience for hoping that he would leave his heavy drinking habits. 
Interview with Chinna Jamla Nayaka, Maddyreddypalli, 23 December, 2012. 
46 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 11.  
47 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 14. 
48 See, Appendix III, Diagram 12. 
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speak a dialect of Hindustani.”49 The dialect was spoken since the pre-Indus period in Gor 
provinces of Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Sindh, Punjab, Gujarat, Kethewada, Harappa and 
Mahenjodaro.50 Banjaras can easily understand the Hindi and Sanskrit language as about 
90% words resembled with ‘Gor boli’.51 Gor Boli was spoken within the family and kin 
groups, and the regional/local languages were used to communicate with others. 

 

 

1.4.2. Food 

The traditional food of Banjara people were Daliya (mixed cereal), Bati (roti), Saloi 
(made from goat or sheep or pork blood and intestines), and Ghuggari (boiled cowpea, red 
gram, land gram etc.) and occasionally rice is used. ‘Patali baati’ was made from quality 
wheat or bazra or ragi and eat with chicken curry or boiled green leaves. They were found 
of non-vegetarian food except beef.52The Banjara dogs were famous for hunting the wild 
animals. 

1.4.3. Dress 

The Banjara women wore a colorful dress with rich embroidery, jewellary and 
mirror patch works. Their dress include Phetiya (the skirt), kanchali (blouse), Kurta (the 
top), Chantiya (the veil). The ornaments used were: Baliya(bangles), Kasautiya(armlet), 
sadak(skirts decorated with draw string), Gagri/topli(clips worn by married women), 
Pawlar Haar/Haasli(the necklace made of coins), Bhuriya (nose ring), finger rings,  
Ghoogri-Chotla(metal flowers and balls suspended from the hair),  kolda(leg ankle rings), 
which were different from others. Banjara men wear Dhoti, Kurtha or long shirt and 
pagadi (turban) with multiple rounds. However, due to the influence of modern 
developments there is a gradual change taking place in their dress and ornaments of Banjara 
women.53 

1.4.4. Art and Dance 

49 Robert Caldwell, A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian family of Languages (New 
York: Orient Longman, 1974), 43. 
50 Mothiraj, “History of Gor Banjaras,” (21.8. 2012). 
51 The language of Romani Gypsies and the Banjara find route in Sanskrit which falls into the category of 
Indo-Aryan. Words like dand-danth, (tooth), mun-mundo, (mouth), loon-lon-noon, (salt), akha-anke (eyes), 
khel-khel (play) is identical with those in northwest India and Banjara with Romani. 
52Singh, People of India…,Vol. II,  124. 
53 See Appendix II, No.4. 
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The Banjara women’s best art work is seen on their costumes and dress with rich 
embroidery.54 K. S. Singh mentioned that “The art of body tattooing and crafts like 
embroidery (cloth), carpentry, and balcksmithy were practiced by them. Community 
possessed the oral traditions, folk-tales, and folk-lore in which their history was continued. 
Folk songs were sung by both men and women. Percussion, bronze plates and cymbals 
were their musical instruments.”55 Banjara dance56 was famous in which both men and 
women danced to the tune of Drum (nangara57) and songs. Due to the impact of modernism 
many of its cultural identities were slowly lost.  

1.5. Education Among Banjara 

 The Banjaras were predominantly non-literate as they lived a nomadic life which 
did not give them the opportunity to learn. Colonel Mackenzie says that “A Banjara who 
can read and write is unknown. But their memoires, from cultivation, are marvelous and 
very retentive.”58 But due to modern education impact there are changes and K. S. Singh 
points out that “They favor education for boys but are not favorably disposed towards girl’s 
education. Their children drop out from educational institutions owing to poverty, 
disinterest and/or other social reasons.”59  

According to 1981 census Banjara literacy rate in Karnataka was 13.54 of which 
rate of male literacy 21.54 and 5.02 of female literacy.60 But in 2001 there is a slight 
change in its literacy progress in Karnataka standing at 43.0 percent, still lower than any 
other SC communities.61   

There were reasons why Banjara did not get education. First, they were nomads, 
often were on move from place to place. Second, whole family was involved in trade, cattle 
breeding, and some were in dacoiti.  Third, education was only given to a section of people 

54 The whole dress of Banjara women consists of Kurtha- top, Phetiya-skirt, Kanchali-blouse, Chantiya-veil, 
Baliya and bangadi-bangles, kasautiya-armlet, sadak-skirt’s decorated draw string, topli-clips worn only by 
married women, paawlar haar/haasli-necklace made of coins, kolda-anklets, Bhuriya-nose ring and khavya-
left armlet Also see Appendix II, No 5. Edgar Thurston and K. Rangachari, Castes and Tribes of Southern 
India: Vol. IV, K to M (New Delhi: Asian Educational Services, 1987), 211-212.  
55 Singh, People of India…, Vol. II,  125. 
56 According to the tradition and belief the Banjara dance was first had its origin at Nagarjuna Sagar in 
Nalgonda District of Andhra Pradesh. 
57 Nangara is a big half moon shaped wooden drum covered with camel skin. This musical instrument used by 
the Banjara during festivals, daily evening prayers and other community occasions was kept holy and 
reverence. It is made of skin, covered upon the half-round shaped metal instrument. 
58 Russell and Hira Lal, Tribes and Castes, Vol. I, 191. 
59 Singh, People of India…,Vol. II, 127. 
60 Ibid., 129. 
61 The literacy rate of Banjara in Karnataka is as follows: Literate without educational level-3.2; below 
primary-41.2; primary-25.1; middle school-10.6; metric/HSC- 14.9; technical and non-technical Diploma-1.1 
and graduate-4.0. “Karnataka-Data Highlights: The Scheduled Castes- Census of India 2001”, 
Censusindia.gov.in/Tables_published/SCST/dh_SC_Karnatka.pdf (21.8.2012) 
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in society, whereas Banjara keep secluded. Fourth, people disliked them and so Banjara 
people could not mix with other people. And finally, they were not aware of the value of 
education nor any body bothered about them. 

1.5.1. Banjara  Literature  

Traditionally, Banjaras never kept any written records nor sustained an oral history 
due to their frequent travels.  Banjara dialect does not have script hence the history and 
tradition of Banjaras are reflected in the form of songs, ritual songs, folklores, stories, 
myths, proverbs and phrases. Hiralal says that their history and songs were learnt by heart 
and transmitted orally from generation to generation.62  

Due to the impact of modern influence on younger generation, much of the oral 
history and songs were lost and therefore the local script is used to write and preserve the 
rich traditional history of Banjara.63  

1.6. Economic Life of Banjara Community 

 Before the establishment of British colonialism in India, the economic life of 
Banjara had flourished through trade on packed bullocks. During colonial times as the new 
transport, market and circulation system were developed, free pass was restricted and tax 
were laid on sale by the Banjara. As a result the economic life of Banjara was put to death. 
Francis in this regard writes: 

“They used to live by pack-bullock trade, and they still remember the names of some 
of the generals who employed their forebears. When peace and the railways came 
and did away with these callings, they fell back for a time upon crime as a 
livelihood, but they have now mostly taken to agriculture and grazing.”64 

 As their business diminished, they resorted to dacoities and cattle stealing.65 
Majority Banjara live under severe poverty and in the modern times a very few hold white 
collar jobs.66 Tanaji G Rathod who did a study on socio-economic life of Banjara in 
Karnataka says that due to illiteracy, alcoholism, crimes, anarchy, exclusion from outside 
world, rigidity, and ignorance and lack awareness of situations Banjara were still under the 

62 Russell and Hira Lal, Tribes and Castes…, Vol. II, 191. 
63 Only in the later part of 19th and in the 20th century the British anthropologists, sociologists, census 
reporters and historians began to write about Banjaras and for most of the research these accounts have been 
depended highly. 
64 Edgar Thurston and K. Rangachari, Castes and Tribes of Southern India: Vol. IV, K to M, 212. 
65 Gane Naik, the researcher’s great grandfather was well known for his notorious acts of dacoits and people 
were afraid of him and even to hear his name. He stole many cattle and within a night he use to cut the harvest 
and take away.  
66 Because of the modern education few Banjara people have become teachers, nurses, servicemen, MLA, 
poets and other jobs in private and public  
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severe poverty.67 The loss of their livelihood led to indulge in various types of crimes68 and 
unsocial works. Despite various programs by the governments, NGOs, and self-help groups 
the economic condition of Banjara remains pathetic.  

The Banjara migrants who have settled in Bagepalli taluk about two centuries ago 
have not been assimilated into the main stream economic life. Poverty, food insecurity, 
debts, and economic difficulties prevailed among them.69 People constantly move to distant 
places for earning livelihood. As a result during off season and whenever possible migrate 
to the cities.  

1.6.1. Land and Banjara people 

A few Banjara owned land, but majority were landless laborers and still live the 
migratory life. Land gives the identity and autonomy to the people which Banjara does not 
have. Banjara, the nomads, had never own land, but always on move from one place to 
another.70 Banjara people were pushed to the periphery, and were controlled by the local 
land lords.71 

1.7.   Religious Life of the Banjara People 

 Banjara were animists or nature worshippers. In the Banjara religious world the 
animal sacrifices, ceremonies, gods, house, ancestors, stories and myths, sin and 
punishment, and future of death occupy the centre stage. The religious life of Banjara 
worshipped Nature, Sun, Fire, Water, and the Earth. The festivals, gods, rituals, and beliefs, 
ceremonies were peculiar to Banjara people. Banjara follow Hinduism but practices in their 
own way. Iyer writes that “Banjaras resemble other Hindus in their religious faith and 
worship all the gods of the Hindu Pantheon.”72 They worship lord Krishna, Bull, Hanuman, 
lord Venkateshwara, and Shiva besides their tribal gods Tulja Devi, Banashankari, 

67Rathod, “Socio-Economic Issues of Banjara” (22.8.2012).   
68 After British had taken over the rule of India, to suppress and stamp-out the anti-social bodies that were 
always troubling the British army, merchants and indulged in robbery were termed as “criminal tribes.” In 
1871the Criminal Tribes Act was promulgated which was amended later several times, the last time in 1924. 
After India became independent the Criminal Tribes Act was rescinded in 1952 by the new Indian 
Government and they are called as “Denotified Communities.” See Stephen, Aboriginal Tribe…, 124-25. 
69 See, Appendix III, Diagram 13. 
70 They never construct a permanent house, own property, amass wealth or till the land. They never harmed 
trees or nature or destroyed for any selfish purposes. Their life resembles that of Abraham in the Old 
Testament who lived in the tents and never had a permanent place. The family structure, tribe system, 
government all resembles Abraham. 
71 In the present researcher’s own tribes experience in the early times the tribe wanted to settle near a forest 
hill side, away from the non-Banjara people. But Venkatareddy, and Maddireddy, stopped them and asked to 
stay near their village, Maddireddypalli and work in their fields. No one had land. Later few people got some 
government “paramboku” land far away from their place. Interview with Chinna Jamla Nayaka, 23 December 
2012. 
72Iyer, Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol.II, 184. 
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Maramma, and Huliamma, Mittu Bhukiya, Banjari Devi, and Siva Bhiya/Sheval Bhaiya. 
They also worship cattle. Whole community participates in the religious celebrations, but 
only men perform the ritual.    

    1.7.1.   Festivals 

The festivals also distinguished Banjaras from others as festivals brought identity 
and vigor to the community life. Banjara celebrate the Hindu festivals Dusshera, Diwali, 
Ugadi, Holi, Ganesh Chathurthi, and in recent times they also celebrate the New Year. 
During Holi women go around villages, perform kolata (Holi dance) and collect alms for 
celebrations. On full moon day early morning both men and women gather around the fire 
to quench their desires. Both men and women will have great fun letting their vent to 
various propositions. Teej is famous festival of Banjara where both boys and girls come out 
to enjoy in celebration.. Bhog is another important celebration of Banjara during which the 
new born child’s hair cutting will be held and child was dedicated. 

1.7.2.Sacrifices  

 Banjara were a non-vegetarians and offered sacrifices during marriage, festivals, 
rituals, journey, and celebrations. On occasions such as sickness, death, and pilgrimages 
sacrifices was offered. For invoking the blessings of gods and their legendary ancestors 
Banjara people offered animals and it was an important part of Banjara religious life.73  

1.7.3. Ancestor Worship 

Banjara were animists and worshiped nature viz., sun, moon, water, trees, wind, 
fire, earth and cow. Banjara have a strong belief in ancestors and during Diwali and Holi 
festivals, on the day of ‘Pitrupuja’ they mix cooked rice with Jaggary and Ghee (clarified 
butter), and offer it on fire, it is known as “Dhabkar.” Also sweets, goat curry, and liquor 
were offered to their ancestors.74 This ritual is performed by only men, women were not 
allowed. In the common worship or prayer both men and women participate, normally in 
the evening. Normally the place of worship will be in the east side of the Thanda and but 
facing West side they pray with folded hands.  Head of the family or Thanda will lead this 
prayer. Even today this practice was continued among them.  

1.7.4. Spirits/Demons 

 Banjara people believed in magic, sorcery, and spirits for good and bad purposes. 
For good purpose such as health, successful travel, while going for dacoiti, to find 
offenders, the Bhagat or janiya, the witch doctor was consulted. For bad purpose such as to 
harm, bring sickness, and death, breaking the family, and any bad works the dakun(witch) 

73 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 15. 
74 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 16. 
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was consulted. There was a belief that the spirit of those who had died due to suicide, 
poison consumption, unnatural death and with gross sins will be turned into demons(Bhoot) 
and troubled people. Since Banjara lived in seclusion and away from outsiders they highly 
believed in them.75 

1.7.5. Rituals of Death  

 According to the Banjara traditional custom the dead persons were buried with their 
head facing to the North and legs towards the South. Gor people still follow this direction 
while burying the dead. In Some places Banjara people burn the married person on funeral 
pyre and unmarried were buried. 

The word “Samgo” or “Saat Wego” is used to convey the news of a dead person. 
Whole Thanda is gathered in front of the bereaved family to express solidarity in their 
sorrow by part-taking water from a single pot.  

On the third day the relatives collect donations and cut a goat to give food to the 
bereaved family. As a custom the ritual is performed outside the Thanda under a tree where 
the relatives and Naik prepare rice cake, mix with jiggery and Ghee which is called 
“Churmo”. After offering the water and Churmo to the dead person the remaining is shared 
among them.76 The Churmo is eaten in the same place and not allowed to take home. No 
other community or people practice such a ritual to a dead person. 

1.7.6. Belief of Sin and Salvation 

 Banjara exactly do not believe in Sin and Salvation but believed that a person’s 
future is based on his/her works. According to Banjara for an unjust cause if any person 
does wrong or commits crime is a sin and will go to hell. For a just cause or without 
knowing if any wrong is done it is pardonable. The unjustly sinned person will be thrown 
into the “angaarer Khuvema” (well of fire) and is tormented forever. 

 Banjara believe in life after death or in salvation of the soul. The righteous person 
will go to Hariyali Bag.” The soul will rest in a place where happiness exists and there is 
no thirst or hunger, the person will live in eternity. Therefore, they never harm the Mother 
Nature and before venturing into any works they asked forgiveness for any untoward works 
done. 

Conclusion 

75 See, Appendix IV, Diagram 17. 
76Before the ritual begins two persons go to the buried place, on the head side they make a piece of ground 
equal and come back. After “Churmo” is ready two men will take the water and bread goes the buried spot. 
Whatever foot prints they find on the plain leveled piece of land they declared to the people that the person is 
reborn or turned into another form. It may be a cow, dog, pig, crow or anything, but certainly not human. 
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 Banjara were one of the ancient nomadic tribes of India which possessed a peculiar 
habitation, history, culture, religious and social practices, festivals, language, folk lore, 
dress, governing system, understanding of death, sin and salvation. The Thanda living 
helped Banjara people to preserve their traditional and cultural practices undefiled from 
outsiders. At various point of times and due to various reasons Banjaras had migrated to 
Europe through Asia Minor and Greece. The British colonialism had uprooted them from 
their nomadic trade, culture and social life by branding them as criminals. Many tribal 
characteristics, cultural and social practices have under gone tremendous change. Severe 
poverty among Banjara had forced them to migrate to the cities where they came in contact 
with modern culture, language, lifestyle, and living system which impacted on their tribal 
life. At this juncture of transition in early 1970s Christianity entered the Banjara 
community in Bagepalli. The next chapter has exclusively dealt with the advent of 
Christianity and its influences among the Banjara people.  

 

 

 

 
 


